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Chapter I

THE RELATIONSHIP OF BLACK THEOLOGY TO BLACK THEATRE

Introduction

This study will examine the relationship of black identity

and black consciousness as a part of the Black Arts Movement and exemp-

lifled in selected plays, particularly of LeRoi Jones and Ed Bullins

and as reflected in the theological writings of Dr. James Ho Cone and

Rev. Albert B. Cleage, as amplified by the categories of Paul Tillich.

LeRoi Jones and Ed Bullins are two of the most prolific and

most produced of the Black playwrights. Jones published his first

play, "Dutchman," in 1964. In addit ion to plays, he has published

books on Black mUSiC, poetry and a book of essays. Jones was one of

the founders of the New Lafayette Theatre in Harlem. He is the founder,

and presently the director, of the Spirit House Theatre in Newark, New

Jersey. Ed Bullins began his playwriting in San Francisco where he was

the founder of the Black Arts/West. Although Bullins' plays have not

as yet received the acclaim that Jones' have, he is thought to be one of

the important Black playwrights, and a book, Five Plays, has just been

published by Bobbs-Merrill. Bullins is currently playwright and di-

rector in residence at the New Lafayette Theatre in Harlem.

Dr. James H. Cone is a graduate of Garrett Seminary of

Northwestern University. He is currently a professor at Union Theo-

logical Seminary in New York. He published Black Theology ~ Black

Power in 1969, and his second book, A Black Theology of Revolution,

1
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perience.

Theological Education, Liberator and Ladies· Home Journal. The summer of

Rev. Albert B. Cleageis best known for his book, The BlackUniversity.

Tillich in using existentialism, as well as Cone and Cleage,

categories ofTill~ch are used as a normative foundation to bring Cone

and Cleage together.

wi11 be published in the summer of 1970. He has cont ri buted to Annals,

This study will take the following direction. Chapter 1 will

1970 he will address a major gathering of Black Theologians at Atlanta

Messiah, which is a collection of sermons given at the Shrine of the

University of Chicago Divinity School prior to his death in 1968. The

because it also is reflective of the existing human conditions of the

study as being representative of the Black clergy who actively partic1-

base their theology on the necessity of human experience in formulating

theology is based on existentialism. Tillich last taught at the

Black Madonna in Detroit, Michigan. He was chosen to be included in this

pate in the pastoral ministry. Paul Tillich is a theologian whose

Black man. Black Theatre, Black Theology and Paul Tillich have used the

a viable theology. Black Theatre has been included in the study

experience to structure, rather than attempting to structure the ex-

eration of the oppressed and the actuation of their potentialities

through revolution. Chapter 2 will deal with the Theology of Revolution

of Revolution is seen the theme of the acquisition of power

show that Black Theology and Black Theatre have as a common goal the lib-

and the Theatre of Revolution as they express the liberation of the oppressed.

Throughout the study of the Theology of Revolution and the Theatre

whereby justice and love are possible. Chapter 3 will discuss the themes
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relation to the Black condition.

No previous research has been done to correlate Black Theatre and

/

A com-

Previous Research

Considerable research has been done about Black Theatre.

Black Theatre is an integral part of the Black Arts Movement.

A very limited amount of research has been done about the area of

summarizes the findings of the study and draws the conclusions.

of love, power and justice as expressed in Black Theology'and Black

Theatre. Chapter 4 views the image of the Black man and the white man

as symbolized in the theological writings and in the plays. Chapter 5

magazine and Black Theatre magazine. Doris Abramson's study, N,gro

plete issue of The Drama Review, Summer 1966, was devoted to Black Thea-

tree Numerous articles about the area of theatre have appeared in Liberator

Black Theology. Howard University's ~ Journal of Religious Thought,

Playwrights !! the American Theatre 1925-1959, provided no material for

this study. Research about Black Theatre, published in Black periodicals,

has been largely ignored in major educational indexes.

research, previously mentioned, is the most current and comprehensive in

being made to publish previously unpublished theological works. Until Cone

the area of Black Theology. A recent move by independent presses is now

Summer, 1969, was devoted to Black Theology. Dr. Cone and Rev. Cleage's

Black Theology. Since both the theatre and the theology depend heavily on

and Cleage most Black theologians have not expressed their thinking in

in theatre and theology.

the Black condition, it seemed that a correlated study of both might sub-

stantiate and give validity to the statements made separately by research
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inherent in the Black Power concept are finding concrete expression. In

the dramatists, the poets, musicians, and more recently in Black Theology,

ILawrence P. Neal, The Drama Review, Summer 1968, p. 29.

2
Kenneth B. Clark, The Journal of Negro History, January 1968,

As the Black Arts Movement grows and expands, the political values

Lawrence P. Neal, a Black critic who contributes regularly to

Liberator and~ Village ~, best describes the goals of the Black

Arts Movement in the following statement:

The Black Arts Movement is radically opposed to any concept of
the artist that alienates him from his community. Black Art is
the aesthetic and spiritual sister of the Black Power concept. As
suoh, it envisions an art that speaks directly to the needs and
aspirations of Black America. In order to perform this task, the
Black Arts Movement proposes a radical reordering of the Western
cultural aesthetic. It proposes a separate symbolism, mythology,
critique, and iconology. The Black Arts and the Black Power con
cept both relate broadly to the Afro-American's desire for self
determination and nationhood. Both concepts are nationalistic.
One is concerned with the relationship between art and politics;
the other with the art of politics. l

primarily to the Black community are acknowledging the duo-nature of

p. 1.

the Black artist is found speaking directly and primarily to the spiritual

the position of subtle patience, waiting for a change in the attitudes of

of America have been accepted by the Black man, and now the Black man is

American society. They are acknowledging the fact that the aspirations

demanding that what he accepted be made a reality in his living. The

Black man is beginning his war on America's moral schizophrenia. 2 Two

choices in dealing with American attitudes appear open to the Black man:

white America, and the position of demanding at any cost this right to

and cultural needs of the Black people. These Black artists by speaking

self-determination. The latter is the choice of Black Theology and
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men acknowledge their Black identity and work to realize it. LeRoi Jones

Black Theatre. This study will attempt to show that the Black man, as

3LeRoi Jones, ~~~ Times, November 16, 1969, Sec. 2,

H. Cone suggests that Black Theology is a theology of Black liberation,

of all expression of Blackness is Black Theology. In particular Dr. James

portrayed by the subjects of this examination, has reached the over

whelming conclusion that equality and justice will come only as Black

states that this identity will come out of "warfare between that which

generates and signifies life and that which is death. ,,3

Black Theatre is a very poignant way to view the evolution of

the expression of the political values of Black Power finds a meaningful

Although all theology relates to the presence of God in the

platform. All theology--Black, white, Christian or non-Christian--is a

part of the existential situation of the believer, and an integral part

and believes that the significance of any religion is found in its ability

Black identity, and to analyze the factors involved. In Black Theatre

existential condition of the believer, the ultimate concerns of the

beliefs vary. The variations in the ultimate concerns of Black Theology

to speak to the existential condition of liberation among the oppressed

of the land. 4

predominantly white and which holds as a basic tenet the ultimate concern

religious ideologies" is used here to mean any Christianity which is

and other religious ideologies are easily distingUishable. "Other

p. 1.

of love and brotherhood. Other religious ideologies have long observed

4James H. Cone, "Black Theology: We Were Not Created For Hu
mility," Ladies' ~ Journal, December 1969, p, 132.
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Brotherhood weeks and during these weeks have verbalized the discrep-

ancies between the white way of life and the Black way of life. By

relegating Brotherhood Week to one week of the year, the whites expose

their limited concern. The ultimate concern of Black Theology is power.

This power is a very Biblically oriented definition and it is the power

that comes from God, in and through Jesus Christ, and is always used for

the liberation of the oppressed. 5 Black Theology would maintain that

by always preaching love and brotherhood, other religious ideelogies were

able to stop the acquisition of Black Power and impede the movement of

Black liberation. Paul Tillich tells that power in itself is neutral,

and only in its misuse is there oppression. 6 Thus the natural alternative

to powerlessness and oppression is obtaining whatever power is necessary

to bring about a balance of power in order to bargain effectively or

to overcome the oppressor.

Since other religious ideologies speak of brotherhood, they can

also speak of peace. This peace would be manifested in society in the

expression, ftTurn the other cheek'" To the Black community the idea of

turning the other cheek is more a joke than anything of significance.

The Black can only turn the other cheek when some other alternative is

possible. Other alternatives are only possible through power. Of utmost

importance is the realization that the Black community must have the power

to define what are to be the available alternatives. Therefore as other

religious ideologies would posit l'eace'asan Jultimate concern, Black

Theology would posit social change brought about by an increase of power.

5James H. Cone, Black Theology and Black Power,(New York:
Seabury Press, 1969), p. 42. ---

6paul Tillich, Love, Power and Justice (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1960),-P;-47. ---
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There is a necessity not to "turn the other cheek" but rather to fight

back. Franz Fanon in his study of an oppressed people stated. "The

rebel's weapon is the proof of his humanity.,,7 This weapon is necessary

in order to take the power to fight back. Dr. Cone points out the

irrelevancy of many of the attitudes of white society in this explanation

of Black Power and Black Theology. "Black Power and Black Theology symb.o..

lize the rejection of the white counseling of Black people to turn the

other cheek and affirm the right of Black people to redefine themselves

according to what is necessary for the full achievement of their humanity.fl8

The third difference between the ultimate concerns of other re-

ligious ideologies and Black Theology is seen in the religious experi-

ence. Other religious ideologies move into the situation and apply

theological tenets to the experience. There has always been a list of

exactly what comprised the "good way'· and the "evil wa~· The Roman

Catholic Church~ for instance. had church law in addition to the ten

commandments. These positions have been used as the yardstick by which

to judge another's actions. In Black Theology the concepts governing a

man's actions come from the existential situation. In the Black

community it is a greater act of love to steal for those that are hungry

than to let them starve. Black Theology posits those tenets as good

which enable the Black man to achieve his humanity. Other religious

ideologies would maintain that violence is eVil; Black Theology sees vio-

lence as an ultimate necessity in the struggle for freedom. Franz Fanon

7Franz Fanon. The Wretched of the Earth (New York: Grove Press.
1968). p. 22.

8James H. Cone. ItBlack Power. Black Theology and the Study of
Theology and Ethics. 1t to be published in Theological Education. Summer
1970. p. 1.
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would substantiate this necessity for violence and says, "From birth it is

clear to him (the oppressed) that this narrow world strewn with prohibi.

tlons, can only be called in question by absolute violence. ft9 Fanon adds

that "the agents of government speak the language of pure force. tl l O

Where other religious ideologies would say that law and order is an ob.

vious necessity and a good, Black Theology would maintain the opposite

pOSition. Rev. Albert B. Cleage maintains that one of the ultimate con-

cerns of society and of other religious ideologies is the theme of law and

order, because it is this very law and order which has preserved injustice. l I

He further believes that the cry of law and order is used to protect white

supremacy and to preserve the status quo, as he states, ftThe white man is

willing to sacrifice the constitution, courts and the law.-to go to any

lengths to preserve that which he holds sacred. And all the time they

were talking about law and order.,,12

An important aspect of the difference between positing tenets for

the community and tenets coming from the community is seen in worship, and

in the Black theologians' interpretation of ethics. For the Black commu

nity worship is the extension of that community and not a demanded weekly

performance. In discussing worship Dr. Cone observed that in the white

community many worship forms are superficial in the very way the language

of worship is structured and does not come from experience. Rather the

language is applied to the experience in the attempt to make community.

Dr. Cone said the white community uses "church as an excuse to say we

9Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, p. 37. 10Fanon, p. 38.

HAlbert B. Cleage, "Fear Is Gone," Liberator, Nov.. 1967, p. 47.

12Cleage, "Fear Is Gone, If p. 7.
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have community when actually we don't •••13 To Black Theology. worship is

not a separate activity, but the life of the man as he expresses his be-

liefs in the life he leads. Hence Black Theology does not discuss the

language or structure of worship.

Dr. Cone's explanation of the role of ethics in Black Theology

is well developed in his article in Theological Education. When other

religious ideologies have dealt with the Black situation, the ethics

involved have been defined so as to agree with the ultimate concerns of

white people. The word "ethics" comes from the Greek word ethos meaning

"custom" and "character." As Dr. Cone points out, "custom" refers to that

which holds human society together. It is " ••• the cement of human society,

providing stability and security indispensable to the living human life.,,14

For other religious ideologies' ethics, law and order would be a necessary

function to hold and protect the white status quo. While for the ethics

of Black Theology the overthrowing of the status quo that has meant en-

slavement, and the subsequent Violence, is the very ethic within the Black

community. From this the Black community might be capable of gaining

stability indispensable to the living condition.

The Black Theologian approaches the liberating force of Jesus in

the context of his own existential situation. These conditions--worship,

ethics, need for liberation--which cause variations between Black

Theology and other religious ideologies, also cause Black writing

to be more than a creative art. The self-expression of the Black

writer is greatly affected by the social, economic, educational

13Statement by James H. Cone, personal interview, January 27, 1970.

14Cone, "Black Power, Black Theology and the Study of Theology
and Ethics ," p. 5.
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and historical context out of which he writes and this has been referred

to as socio-creative art. The very tenns "writer" and "artist" have

been defined by the white situation. Here again, what is good and what

is bad have been defined by the white situation, and the white experi-

ence, and in many instances have little or no relevance to the Black

situation. Martin Washburn indicates the irrelevancy of white criticism

to Black writing in the following statement:

White reviewers who presume that they can detennine the authen
ticity, or lack of it, of the black experience as expressed in the
atre, are denying to blacks their right to Withdrawal and self
detennination. And they compound their failure to respect the other
person's separateness by further presuming to advise in respect to
correct political stance, an implied element of judgement, moreover,
which mar qualify them more as political columnists than as theatre
critics. 5

And it is precisely for these reasons that the ultimate concerns of

Black theologians are so clearly reflected in Black Theatre. Black

Theatre attempts to destroy everything white---white ideas, white val-

ues and anything Whereby black is defined with white as a reference

point. As C. H. Fuller points out, the Black community must unify it-

self to propagate its own values and ideas. He states:

When we address our own community, a new set of values created
by the community takes over. • • It will be through the Black
writer that the ideas and needs of the community will find ex
pression and through the community will be able to detennine those
needs. Surely only that community should be qualified to say how
well its Black writers express its needs.16

Thus just as Black Theology, according to Cone, is a theology

of liberation, 'ffound only in Jesus Christ as his community participates

l5Hartin Washburn, "White Cri tics and Black Theatre, If The
Village Voice, February 5, 1970.

16C• H. Fuller, Jr., "Black Writing Is Socio-Creative Art,"
Liberator, April 1967, p. 9.
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with him in the liberation of man,tll7 Black Theatre to Ed Bullins is an

extension of liberation ideology, "a medium for communication to raise

consciousness throughout the nation for Black artistic, political and

cultural consciousness."IB

Black Theatre reiterates the theological concept that God, not

man, is the author of justice. Black Theatre exemplifies the precept

of Black Theology that justice must come from experience and be de-

fined in terms of what is necessary to gain freedom. It must not be

superimposed by those whose definition of justice and freedom op-

presses rather than frees. In Black Theatre we have Black men gaining

power in ways other religious ideologies have defined as evil and wrong

but which are to the Black man the only apparent course of action.

tiThe Slavetl by LeRoi Jones is an example of this. Black Theatre poses

existentially the difficulties of loving one's enemy when the enemy

defines the meaning of lOVing one's enemy. The oppressor's definition

does not free, it only tightens the bonds of slavery, as is seen in

Jones' plays "The Toilet," "Experiment.al Death Unit #1," and "Dutchman,"

as well as Ed Bullins' plays "In Wine Time" and tlElectronic Nigger."

All of these plays present the theme of social change coming as a con-

sequence of obtaining power by overtly making every effort to destroy

all segments of other religious ideologies' ethical value structure.

Rev. Cleage in an article, "Fear Is Gone," writes of the necessity to

destroy any value structure which in any way implies directly or In-

17James H. Cone, tlBlack Power, Black Theology and the Study of
Theology and Ethics," p. 11.

18Ed Bull ins, "Interview wi th Ed Bull ins, fI New Plays from the
Black Theatre (New York: Bantam), November 1969, p.X:-
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directly a lever for the oppressor over the oppressed. Cleaver says,

Oppression doesn't destroy people. It is the acceptance of op
pression that destroys. That is why we were so sick until we
started fighting. Just trying to hold in our indignation made us
sick, messed up our minds. Now we have begun to throw off op
pression. We don't know whether we are going to win or lose. We
could all be killed within the next five or ten years, but we know
we would be better off dead than living by accepting oppression.
Our fear is gone and the white man has got to understand that. l 9

And as this fear is gone from Black Theatre, as power is taken when not

given in Black Theatre, and as social change is forced through the at-

tempts at any cost to re-define Black life in a white society in Black

Theatre, the Black man forges his own humanity. Black Theatre con-

comdtant with Black Theology arises in the midst of the experience of

the Black community and not as a superimposed experience where the

audience is viewing someone else's history. As Black Theatre mani-

fests on stage the numerous avenues of Black Revolution, Black The-

ology preaches the essence of the presence of God in the center of the

Black situation. As Cleage says, "When we march, when we take to the

streets in open conflict, we must understand that in the stomping feet

and the thunder of violence we hear the voice of God.",20 Black The-

ology then analyzes the meaning of God's liberation in the light of

Jesus Christ and shows that all actions that participate in the free

dom of man are the actions of God. 2l

19C1eage, "Fear Is Gone," p, 7.

20Albert B. Cleage, Jr., The Black Messiah (New York: Sheed
and Ward, 1968), p. 6.

21
James H. Cone, "Black Theology and Black Liberation," unpublished

lecture to be presented in Atlanta, Georgia, Summer 1970, p. 6.
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Definition of Terms

Before proceeding into a specific study of the relationship of

Black Theology and Black Theatre, there are several terms that require

definition.

1. Black Theatre: Black Theatre is that theatre written and

produced by Black people, which speaks directly to the needs and as-

pirations of Black America.

2. Black Consciousness: Black consciousness fils to say that

Black people are aware of the meaning of their blackness in the context

of whiteness. Black consciousness, therefore, is not only the know.

ledge of the sources of Black oppression, it is the Black man's

willingness to fight against that source.,,22

3. Black Identity: "Black identity is survival,,,23 ls the

operating definition of Dr. Cone in all contexts.

4. Black Power: Black Power is the unification of energies

for the liberation of man by any means necessary. By the unification

of energies is meant the people who unite themselves to give thrust and

force to a movement. Where one individual would be relatively power-

less, the unification of energies gives strength, support and conse-

quently power to the ideas. Thus the ideas become actuated. "Black

Power is a call for Black people in this country to unite, to recog-

nize their heritage, to build a sense of community. It is a call for

22James H. Cone, "Black Consciousness and the Black Church:
A Historical-Theological Interpretation," Annals, January, 1970,
pp. 1-2.

23Cone, Black Theology ~ Black Power, p. 19.
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Black people to begin to define their own goals, to lead their OWn

6. Revolution: Revolution is that act, violent or non-

S.J., ~ Dictionary of the
1965), p. 522, and Tillich,

29TilliCh, po 47.28TilliCh, p. 40.

self through force and compulsion. But power is neither the one nor

violent, toward the social upheaval which has as its purpose to af

firm the humanity of the Black man. 27

of non-being. It uses and abuses force in order to actualize itself.

But it is neither the one nor the other...29

the other. It is being, actualizing itself over against the threat

organizations. It is a call to reject the racist institutions and

values of this society.,,24 "The rebellion in the streets is the Black

ghetto's response to the vast difference between the nation's princi

ples and its practices.u25

5. Love: Love is a fellowship of acceptance whose goal is

always the reunion of the separated. 26

7. Power: "Power is the possibility of self-affirmation in

spite of internal and external negation. 1I 28 "Power actual izes I t-

24Stokely Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton, Black~
(New York: Random House, 1967), p. 19.

25
Hoyt «, Fuller, "Toward a Black Aesthetic," The Critic,

April-May 1968, p. 70.

26
Derived from John L. McKenzie,

(Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co.,
Power ~ Justice, p. 32.

Bible
~,

27Definition from The Rebel as synthesized by Rosemary Reuther
in "Black Theology and BlaC'k"Church," The Journal of Religious
Thought, (washington, D.C.: Howard University, Sumier Supplement 1969),
pp. 28-29.
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Summary

The relationship of Black Theatre and Black Theology is

viewed in their common growth out of the human experience of the Black

condition. This parallel relationship shows the rationale for this

study.

31Tl11iCh, p, 60.
30

Tillich, p, 56.

8. JuStice: ·'Justice is the form in which power of being

actualizes itself; justice must be adequate to the dynamics of power.,,30

"Justice is always violated if men are dealt with as if they were

things.,,31

These definitions will be used throughout the study.



Chapter 2

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THEATRE OF REVOLUTION AND THEOLOGY OF
REVOLUT ION TO THE BLACK EXPERIENCE

Introduction

Inherent in the Black experience is the necessity for the Black

man to be liberated from oppression. Both Theatre of Revolution and

Theology of Revolution have as their basis the necessity of liberation

in order for the Black man to be able to utilize his potentialities and

attain the possibility of self.affirmation. It is the purpose of this

chapter to show that Theology of Revolution is not a new phenomenon,

but rather rooted historically in the Bible. This theology rises out of

the need for liberation and Black Theatre is a viable expression of this

same need and the direction thiS liberation will take.

Historically, the revelation of God to man, first in the Old

Testament and then in the person of Jesus in the New Testament, was not

a passive, unasserting ideology. Rather it was a radically powerful,

uncompromising force for the liberation of man. Man was made to the

image and likeness of God, but this likeness to God can only become

actuated When man is in a position to affirm his being.! Man is only

liberated, through this capacity for utiliZing his potentialities, when

lpaul Tillich, ~ Courage ~ Be (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1952), p. 3.

16



man's self-affirmation.

most violent statements on self-affirmation and its absolute necessity

The Bible shows that theology is revolutionary. One of the

4Amos 8:3-11.3Amos 5:20.2Am •os 1.2.

in those situations which threaten. and for some. prohibit. the Black

is found in the Old Testament in the prophets. Amos admonishes those

responsible for the moral corruption in Israel. The words of the Lord

promises in Amos. not patient waiting in the words of the Lord. The

lence. I will turn your feasts into funerals ••• and the end of it will

be bitter despair. f,4 Historically. the rise of the prophets was due

primarily to the lack of justice Within the community. The two themes

to wailing; as everywhere corpse is thrown upon corpse in deathly si-

order to affirm the humanity of all men. Another violent statement

17

self-affirmation is possible. In Black Theatre. the Black man is seen

of Chapter 8 of Amos are that God does not overlook man's inhumanity to

and a Wicked oppression of the poor. The Lord in his actions operated

words of Amos were spoken at a time of widespread decay of moral values

as a strong revolutionary power Violently forcing social upheaval in

are violent as He comes tlthundering out of Jerusalem. so the pasture

lands are blighted. and the green ridge of Carmel withers. t,2 These

ffLet me have no more of your noisy hymn; My ears are closed to the mu-

which might well be adherent to America's moral schizophrenia says.

Lord came out and said: tI ••• the singing in the temple will be turned

sic of your harps. Instead. let justice hold on like a mighty river.

and integrity flow like a never-failing stream. f ,3 There are no com-
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man, and that God punishes acts of injustice" The Exodus activity is in

fact theology of liberation. Dr. Cone expresses the relationship of

Black Theology to the oppressed in much the same way the Lord spoke

through Amos and Moses.

Now, what about the fut~re? ,Because we know that the future
will be like the present in God's unqualified decision to liberatre
the oppressed, we must protest all present injustices against men.
The past, present, and future reality of God discloses that men
were not created for humiliation, and this means that the divine
will always let His will be known through the rebellion of the op
pressed. That is why Black. people will not be content with appeals
to patience. Three hundred and fifty years is a long time. We can
not take any more humiliation, and thus the days are numbered in
which we will obey laws that destroy our dignity. Black Theology
believes that the future has a very interesting certainty for America-
a certainty that Black people will call a halt to the ri~ht of
white people to define Black man's movement in the world. S

In both the Old and New Testament the Theology of Revolution

initiates liberation. The revolution of the prophets, as illustrated

in Amos, was a revolutionary effort in the name of human values. It was

also an effort to affirm the dignity of man and in so doing to affirm

man's right to define his alternatives. Contemporary Black theologians

speak of the presence of God in the Black man's struggle for justice,

just as God was present to the prophets in the Old Testament. Dr. Cone

would explicitly refer to contemporary white theology as antichrist

where this theology identifies with the white community. Thus the Theo-

logy of Revolution, as seen in the prophets and the Exodus activity

would appear to be three-fold: conflict, liberation, and community. In-

he rent in the essence of Theology of Revolution in the Old Testament is

the necessity for the oppressed to rebel against the oppressor as the

very extension and proof of his humanity, and is his obedience to the

SJames H. Cone, "Black Theology: We Were Not Created for
Humility," Ladies' Home Journal, December, 1969, p, 132.
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In the New Testament Jesus himself is the theme of liberation.

ternative of his way of life--Christianity. This is similar to the

7Luke 4:18-19.6Col• 1:15-20.

divine call. Through the conflict and rebellion there is .the posSibility

of liberation and the p"OS's:lbtili'ty ofcortlmUnity.

The Spirit of the Lord has been given to me,
for he anointed me.
He has sent me to bring the good news to the poor,
to proclaim liberty to captives
and to the blind new sight,
to set the downtrodden free,
to proclaim the Lord's year of favour. 7

tension of the Black man standing between civil law, which frequently

His consequent formation of community was dependent upon his initial

liberation.
6

It is important to emphasize that this liberation was the

ability to creatively use the tension of standing between the Hebraic

law and Roman law. To use this tension creatively was to define the al-

serves to suppress him, and the condition in which he lives. In the pro-

cess of creatively dealing with the tension of Hebraic and Roman Law,

Jesus meant to liberate man not only spiritually but to liberate the

the Roman nor Hebraic Law held sole claim to the life of man. The se-

whole man. Jesus exemplified the far reaching implication that neither

lection which Jesus chose to read in the synagogue proves this:

lution of Black Theology are all revolutionary efforts in the name of

The revolution of the prophets, the revolution of Jesus and the revo-

human values. Each of these revolutions began initially with conflict,

proceeded to liberation and then culminated in community. C. Eric

Lincoln defines this revolution in the following manner:
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Revolution sees every particular wrong as one more. instance in a
pattern which Is itself beyond rectification. Revolution aims at
the substitution of a new system for one adjudged to be corrupt,
rather than at corrective adjustments within the existing system
• • • The power of revolution isacoercive. It is not concerned
with conscience but with change.

Theology of Revolution Is a Biblical theology, deeply rooted in

both the Old and New Testament. Similarly as the prophets and Jesus

spoke for liberation in a time of conflict, so also Black theologians

address themselves to liberation in a time of conflict. Roth histor-

ically and in the current Black situation, the conflict is a result of

oppression to injustice. Therefore the Black man who breaks the laws

which are specifically those of the oppressor over the oppressed, af-

firms the belief of the Black man in the justice of God. Black Theolo-

gy, a Theology of Revolution, sees God in the midst of the community,

an impetus to free them from oppression, and a source of unity within

the Black situation.

As the Theology of Revolution can be traced through Black The-

atre, one of the most obvious implications is the complete negation of

the white ethical structure of behavior. C. Eric Lincoln points out

that revolution aims at substituting a new value structure for the one

which oppresses, and regardless of whether we see these new values as

good or bad, it is the process of their coming into existence with

which we are concerned.

Leroi Jones' pla~IfExperimentalDeath Unit #U' illustrates that

the actions of the characters would probably be termed immoral, and yet

in the context of the situation are really the only moral action. This

8
C. Eric Lincoln, "The Black Revolution in Cultural Perspective,"

Union Seminary quarterly ReView, Spring 1968, pp. 221-222.
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point is made by Kyle Haseldon,

We must ask ourselves whether our morality is itself immoral,
whether our codes of righteousness are, when applied to the Negro,
a violation and distortion of the Christian ethic. Do we not judge
what is right and what is wrong in racial relationships by a right
eousness which is itself unrighteous, by codes and creeds which are
themselves immoral~••• Over his long and troubled history man's
gravest sins have been, not the doing of that which is immoral, but
rather the enshrining of that which is immoral as the highest moral
ity.9

The characters, Duff and Loco, are white and ~kid Row heroine addicts,

who operate with the philosophy tnat the "wurld 1s to the m8n who wl11

take it... When a Negro woman, full of Wine, steps out of a doorway,

they are ready to lay her in a hallway, and do. They are killed by

three black men who march in uniformed and armed as soldiers. But here

we might suggest that these armed black soldiers, by shooting the two

white addicts, one of them as he is laying the Negro woman in a hallway,

are attempting to begin the process of liberation by defining what they

will allow and what they will not allow. Their liberation is announced

because it is the Black man who has the gun. The position of the white

man is reversed. The Black man has the power, not the white man. At

the end of the play the heads of the two men are cut off, hOisted on

poles and the troops leave. In cutting off the heads of the white men,

they have symbolically taken possession of the sources of the power

which had preViously oppressed them. Even to barbarians, to decapitate

and to dismember a body was symbolic of more than mere physical de-

struction. It is crude and cruel, and certainly is an act beyond the

judgment of the white ethicists' set of standards. The ignoring of

9Kyl e Haseldon, The Racial Problem in Christian Perspective
(New York: Harper and RoW;-1964), p. 48. --
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these standards is explained in the rationale of Dr. Cone:

Black people must be taught not to be disturbed about revo
lution or civil disobedience if the law violated God's purpose
for man. The Christian man is obligated by a freedom grounded
in the Creator to break all laws which contradict human dignity.
Through disobedience to the State, he affirms his allegiance to
God as Creator and his Willingness to behave as if he believed
it. Civil disobedience is a duty in a racist society.lO

In Jones' play the symbols point to the fact that the oppressed

owe no allegiance to that which has oppressed him, and their only a1-

legiance is to God. As Rev. Cleage points out, their ~fear is gone"

and they will stop at nothing in their attempt for self-affirmation.

While most whites would deplore violence and confrontation, nevertheless,

as Michael Novak, a white, writes:

Most of the actions of the revolutionary are aimed at schooling
himself in the aims of the revolution, so that others will learn by
the way he lives the meaning of revolution. Without the establish
ment of a community of revolutionary consciousness and trust, living
by the ideal of the society of the future, no revolution worthy of
the name can succeed. l l

Black Theatre, as a part of the Black Revolution, aims at sub-

stituting a new structure for the one found to be corrupt. The theatre

of both Ed Bullins and LeRoi Jones has been referred to as Revolutionary

Theatre for attempting to awaken Black people to a Black consciousness.

This consciousness to which Black Theatre is attempting to awaken people

is much the same as the projection of the valid ultimate concerns

stressed by Black Theology. Black consciousness was defined as not

merely awareness of Blackness but the Willingness to fight the oppressor

lOJames H. Cone, Black Theology and Black Power (New York:
The Seabury Press, 1969), p. 137.

11
Michael Novak, Theology for Rndical Politics (New York:

Herder and Herder, 1969), p. 80.
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who is the barrier to a relevant self-affirmation. Therefore in awak-

ening Black consciousness, Black Theatre shows revolutionary tactics, and

successful ways for the oppressed to overcome or struggle to overcome,

the oppressor, as in "Experimental Death Unit #1." As the audience iden-

tifies with the suffering characters on the stage, they see themselves,

they feel pain, and they empathize. LeRoi Jones says that the Revolu

tionary Theatre should force change. 12 Here is seen another correlation

between Theology of Revolution and Theatre of Revolution. Both see the

need for a new system and are not concerned with traditional conscience,

but with change. Both will force change, Violently, if this is necessary.

The change that Revolutionary Theatre speaks of is exemplified

in LeRoi Jones' play "The Slave." This play is mainly about Walker

Vessels who is trying to Wipe out a white past. The white past is a

deeper self-accusation than merely white associations. It is an accep-

tance of a system that has rendered Black men powerless. And so,

Walker finds it necessary to confront the forces that have perpetuated

his powerlessness. The setting of the play is significantly sometime

in the future. The Black people are Winning the revolution and are in

the midst of an all-out artillery attack on the city, which one hears in

the background as the play progresses. The play opens with Walker

ranting in the home of his former white Wife, who has remarried a white

liberal who at one time was a friend of Walker's. Lawrence Neal's

analysis of the play says,

"The Slave" is a play about racial conflict; about the conflict
of ideas and words in the western hemisphere today; about revolution,
public and private; and about the ultimate possibility of man ever

12Le Roi Jones, "The Revolutionary Theatre," Liberator, July
1965, p. 4.
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making the world free of the lies and ideological flip-flopping that
characterizes our existence in America.

The real conflict, as this writer sees it, lies in Walker's
battle with intellectual forces of Western society that have failed,
for all of their idealism and art, to effect any real changes in the
corrupt world which intellectuals say they deplore, and which they
write and argue about at great length. Walker is the Black intellec
tual artist, trapped by it all, fighting to destroy it, but question
ing, perhaps prematurely, the nature of what will exist in its place. I 3

As Neal points out, "The Slave" is much more than a story of an un-

successful marriage and a divorce. We see Walker, in an attempt to take

his daughters away, and this is perhaps his last effort to salvage some-

thing from the wretched society his compatriots are taking over. Also

in the following exchange he questions the use of power, and who can

use it best is a question that only time can answer. But, observe that

Walker points out that white society has had their turn with power mani-

pulation and now it is his turn. even though he has no idea what will re-

suIt. In this exchange we see something symbolic of far more than a dis-

agreement between a white man and a black man.

WALKER: It was individuals who were doing the oppressing.
It was individuals who were being oppressed. The horror is that
oppression is not a concept that can be specifically transferable.
From the oppressed, down on the oppressor. To keep the horror
where it belongs••• on those people who we can speak of, even in
this last part of the twentieth century, as evil.

EASLEY: You~re so wrong about everything. So terribly
sickeningly wrong. 14hat can you change? Do you think Negroes
are better people than whites. • • that they can govern a society
better than whites? That they'll make fewer mistakes? I mean
really, if the Western white man has proved one thing••• it's
the futility of modern society. So the have-not peoples become.
Even so, will that change the essential functions of the world?
Will there be more love or beauty in the world••• more know
ledge••• because of it?

WALKER: Probably. Probably there will be more••• if more
people have a chance to understand what it is. But that's not the

13Lawrence Neal, "LeRoi Jones' 'The Slave and the Toilet,' "
Liberator, February 1965, pp. 22-23.



point. It comes down to baser human endeavor than any social-poli_
tical thinking. What does it matter if there's more love or more
beauty? Who the fuck cares? Is that what the Western ofay thought
while he was ruling ••• that his rule somehow brought more love
and beauty into the world? Oh, he might have thought that concomi
tantly, while sipping a gin rickey and scratching his ass ••• but
that was not ever the point. Not even on the crusades. The point
is that you had your chance, darling, now these other folks have
theirs. Now they have theirs.

EASLEY: God, what an ugly idea. 14

Here we have symbolized the much larger confrontation between

the colonizer and the colonized, the slavemaster and the slave. Also,

we have aptly illustrated in Easley the Black concept of the white lib-

eral. Easley is only Willing to maintain his liberal position until

such time as his values are about to be replaced or threatened. And

what Walker does not acknowledge is the fact that these very values are

what has perpetuated the slavemaster-slave relationship of black and

White in America. Walker's rebuke of Easley's question about love and

beauty in the world, is Walker's way of saying that beauty and love are

impossible unless man is free. Walker further implies that if love and

beauty are as significant as Easley implies, then the oppression that

Walker is a part of should never have been allowed to develop or to

exist.

"The Slave" also illustrates the violence which dominates much

of Black Theatre and Black Revolution. It is the same violence that

Franz Fanon and Or. Cone maintain is not-to-be-avoided consequence of

continual oppression. Violence in "The Slave" is essential to the

point of the play. First, white racism has a tradition of violence in

an effort to stifle the self-determination of the Black man. Thus it

14LeRoi Jones, "The Slave," Dutchman and The Slave (New York:
William Marrow and Co., 1964), pp. 73-74. --------
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is necessary for violence to be used in counter-attack. As Fanon says,

n ••• this narrow world strewn with prohibitions, can only be called

in question by absolute violence."IS Second, this powerlessness is only

alleviated by attaining equal power to that wh~ch renders you powerless,

and this is the position that Walker Vessels takes in "The Slave." As

Easley retorted to Walker's position, "God, what an ugly idea," Easley

was not ready to accept the establishment of a new order, and yet this

establishment of a new order is no different from that which is called

for earlier by C. Eric Lincoln. For Lincoln, the new order is the sub.

stitution of a new system for the one judged to be corrupt, rather than

trying to correct the corruption. 16 Correlation is again seen between

Black Theology and ~lack Theatre, particularly in the following refer-

ence from Or. Cone:

It is this fact that most whites seem to overlook--the fact that
violence already exists. The Christian does not decide between vio
lence and non-Violence, evil and good. He decides between the less
and the greater evil. He must ponder whether revolutionary violence
is less or more deplorable than the violence perpetuated bv the
system. There are no absolute rules which can decide the answer with
certainty. But he must make the choice. If he decides to take a
"non-violent" way, then he is saying that revolutionary violence is
more detrimental to man in the long run than systemic violence.
But if the system is evil, then revolut ionary violence is both jUs
tified and necessary.17

Thus Black Theology states the viability of violence. Violence is seen

as viable historically in the tradition of Biblical history and in the re.

15Franz Fanon, The Wretched of ~~ (New York: Grove Press,
1968), p. 37.

l~incoln, "The Black Revolution in Cultural Perspective, pp, 221-222.

17Cone, Black Theology and Black Power, p. 143.
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justice of the oppressor.

an inability to communicate.

• how thrillingl• •Socio-drama

Now, we know that there is realism, and naturalism
• • •

MR. JONES: Madness I

MISS MOSKOWITZ:

MR. JONES: Don't listen to him, class ••• I'm the teacher,
understand?

MR. JONES:
and surrealism

MR. CARPENTIER: Yes, yes ••• let me tell you a not quite
unique, but nevertheless interesting phenomenon •••

BILL: Are you kidding?

In the plays of Ed Bullins we do not see the blatant violence of

MR. CARPENTIER: Combined with the social psychologist's case
study, and the daily experiences of some habitant of a socio
economically depressed area, is the genius of the intellectual and
artistic craftsman.

LENARD: Have you read The Invisible Man?

MR. JONES: Oh, Lord ••• not again. This is madness.

MR. CARPENTIER: Socio-drama will be the new breakthrough in
the theatrical-literary community.

MR. CARPENTIER: ••• an extremely interesting phenomenon •••
adolescent necrophilia.

MARTHA: Oh, Shitl

current violence in political history of the oppressed fight.ing the in-

LeRoi Jones; rather Bullins leads us to the point where violence might

is the educational system. "The Electronic Nigger" is a graphic example

might be the most natural next step. Perhaps one of the most obvious

symbols of the irrelevancy of the societal structure to the Black man

of the irrelevance, and Why it might be that so much of the rampaging

begins in school classrooms and hallways. The follOWing exchange shows

the total irrelevancy which is the result of a denial of dignity and of
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MR. JONES: I have a degree ••• I've written a book •••
please don't listen •••

MR. CARPENTIER: Yes, tramps will freeze to death and kids,
children will punch holes in the corpses •••

LENARD: I don't believe it!

MR. JONES: But I have read Faulkner in his entirety •••

MR. CARPENTIER: These people in New York, Philadelphia,
Boston, Chicago, San Francisco ••• and places like that •••

MR. JONES: I cut my teeth on Hemingway.

MR. CARPENTIER: They just get drunk and die in the streets.

MR. JONES: LEAVES OF GRASS is my Bible ••• and Emily
Dickinson • • •

MR. CARPENTIER: • • • and then they are prone to suffer
adolescent and urchin necrophilia!

MR. JONES: Booker T. Washington walked barefooted to
school! Think of that! Barefooted! 18

The irrelevancy is aptly shown in the absence of exchange of

dialogue between the characters. Nobody listens, nobody is in control

and nothing is accomplished. Mr. Carpentier is symbolic of the elec-

tronic Uncle Tom who is well couched in the data fed him by the educa-

tional system, and yet Mr. Carpentier is useless because he has never

learned the means to apply the data. The teacher, Mr. Jones, is also

symbolic of the system and what it fails to accomplish. Jones retorts

"Madness!" to Carpentier, and yet Jones' solution is to give further

definitions, the definitions of realism and naturalism, which are

equally irrelevant. ~e see both products of the system as the Black

playwright views them, Mr. Jones and Mr. Carpentier, both failures and

incapable of accomplishing anything. The lines of the play resemble

l8Ed Bullins, "The Electronic Nigger," Five Plays (New York:
Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1969), pp. 241-242.
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independent raving, rather than any form of dramatic interaction. The

remainder of the cast, caught in the irrelevancies of Jones and

Carpentier, leave to smoke grass. Thus Bullins has placed the charac-

ters in a position where vioLence can be viewed as a natural outcome.

Rev. Cleage raises the issue that inner city children are apprOXimately

three years below grade level nationally. flnd if vioience ib necessary

to change the system, Black people must fight as Cleage says,

If your child comes home and says that he is not being educated,
believe him. Gu to schootwith him. Support him. Organize other
parents. Fight and keep fighting. • • in the inferior school he is
learning to be a slave. Protesting in the street, he's learning to
be a black man. We cannot resolve conflict by accepting injustice
and oppression. we must fight on. 19

flS LeRoi Jones has pointed out, the role of Revolutionary

Theatre is to expose, and to force change. Certainly Biack students

understand the conditions exposed in "The JHectronic Nigger," and per-

haps the rioting in the hallways is the attempt to change the situation.

Jones also says:

our theatre Will show victims so that their brothers in the
audience will be better able to understand that they are the
brothers of victims, and that they tnemselves are victims, if they
are bluod brothers. And what we show must cause tne blooa to
rush, so that pro-reVOlutionary temperaments will be bathea in this
Dlood, and it causes their deepest SOUL to move and they find them
selves tense~ and clenchea, even reauy to die, at What the soul na~

been taught. °
In "In New England Winter" by Ed Bullins we see these victims.

By the end of the play, Bullins has brought us to a point in the action

of the plot, and leaves us to our imaginations. We find ourselves in

19A1bert Cleage, The Black Messiah (New York: Sheed and Ward,
1968), p. 225.

20Jones, 'fThe Revolutionary Theatre," p. 4.
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the image of powerlessness, and on the brink of violence. "In New England

Winter" the characters are there--.sitting around, drinking muscatel,

practicing to pull a robbery, but never getting to it. They are dream-

ing, but have no power to actualize their dreams. The following line

spoken by Liz describes a hopeless dream:

We'll take our baby sleddin' in the snow and skatin' across
the lake. We'll take our baby swimmin' in the warm waters•••
and splashin' in the California Pacific. He'll be with us in the
mountains and camp with us in the desert. The world is ours;
thou sayest my Black Lord and master, Steve ••• And Steve's mine
and our baby's. If our baby's made yet, and if he's not made al.
ready then we'll make him tonight ••• or tomorrow night ••• or
while the snow falls and we drink muscatel and I sing to him and he
reads to me and we love. Oh, we must love quick ••• quick and
hot and hard • • • for they might come to steal him away. Steal
his blackness ••• steal his spirit and soul ••• steal his man

hood and make him not mine ••• not his son's to be •••21

Liz is asking for the power to define the alternatives for her-

self and her baby, which might also remain a dream. The only way Liz

will ever achieve her dreams is by first obtaining the power to control

her alternatives. Also, at this point in the play Liz does not know

where Steve is, or if she will ever see him again. The imagery of this

line is closely related to the imagery of the presence of God in the

Psalms. We read in the Psalms of the presence of the Lord in the

mountains, and water, in the green fields and in the deserts. So for

Liz to define her alternatives for self.affirmation in the imagery God

has used to define his presence for man, is merely asking for what God

has already said is man's. The last phrases of Liz's line are nothing

more than merely begging the power structure not to make an "electronic

nigger" of her son.

21Ed Bullins, "In New England Winter, fI ~ Plays from the
Black Theatre (New York: Bantam Books, Inc.), 1969, p. 150.
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Cliff expresses another poignant example of a powerless existence

in his line, "The future is with us right now, brother. We drown in our

future each breath we take. Its phoney promises leak into our brains and

turns them to shit." To dream without power is futile, and nothing seems

possible to one in that position. We do not know the direction Cliff,

or Liz, or Steve will go, but without power they are beating their heads

against a wall of muscatel and frustration, out of which the subsequent

action would most logically be violent.

Quite obviously, Black Theology and Black Theatre find great

validity in this passage from Matthew: flOO not think that I have come to

bring peace on earth; I have come not to bring peace, but a sword.,,22

There is no doubt that Theology of Revolution and Theatre of Revolution

are closer to the strength of the sword than to any non-violent course

of action.

Summary

Throughout the discussion of the relationship of Theology of

Revolution and Theatre of Revolution is seen the conflict between the

oppressor and the oppressed. Out of this conflict comes the liberation

of the oppressed. Through this revolution aimed at social upheaval the

black man affirms his humanity. This chapter has shown that this up

heaval is an historically rooted consequence of oppression, and the

upheaval will follow either a violent or non-violent course of action,

depending on which is necessary for the Black man to affinn his

22Hat t• 10:34.
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humanity and actuate his potentialities. In subsequent chapters we will

see how the Black man reacts to the power oppression by the white man.



Chapter 3

LOVE, POWER AND JUSTICE AS THEY ARE VIEWED BY BLACK THEOLOGY
AND EXPRESSED IN BLACK THEATRE

Introduction

As the themes of love, power and justice are discussed, the

next section of this study will show the Black man reacting to his

powerless condition, in an attempt to make justice a realIty. The

material in this chapter will also indicate that without power and

justice, the love necessary to actuate his potentialities is

impossible.

~fan's creative response to life is difficult until, in the

words of Paul Tillich, fl ••• love, power and justice are one in

human existence."l Interestingly as Dr. Cone discusses these three

terms, his order of presentation is somewhat different from the order

used by Paul Tillich. Dr. Cone discusses power, justice and love.

Theologically, the order is significant insight into the Black situ-

ation. For the white person the societal structure reflects a se-

curity because he can identify with the power. The white person has

no reason to fear injustice, so it is easy for the white man to speak

of love, power and justice, for he has never had to have second-

lpaul Tillich, Love, Power and JusticE (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1960):-P7 108.
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rentters you powerless.

thoughts on the availability of anyone of them. For those. without

6Romans 3:21-26.5John 10: 10.

The relationship of Black Power and Christianity then is clear, as

Dr. Cone sees them as both upholding the Ifliberation of man.,,4

is the power for the liberation of the poor. According to Dr. Cone,

"Christianity is not alien to Black Power; it is Black Power.1f3

relation to the gospel of Christianity and the Black man. Black Power

possibility of self-determination in spite of internal and external

negation. 1f 2 Dr. Cone discusses power, specifically Black Power, in

When Tillich speaks of power he speaks of it as If••• the

Black Power. Jesus said: tlI came that you might have life and have it

more abundantly.ItS Abundant life is the result of freedom and jus-

t ice. 6 And Blacks have some valid questions regarding "haVing life

acquiring a balance of power, or by overpowering the force whlcn

power, the only sensible way of confronting such powerlessness is by

Christianity, with Jesus as its center, places Jesus at the center of

prodding with cattle prodders, dynamiting churches fit into abundant

and having it more abundantly.ff For instance, how do lynchings,

living? An obvious answer--they have nothing to do with abundant life.

those whom societal structures might readily call rabble rousers or

Thus Jesus is on the side of the lynched, the arrested, the prodded and

2
Tillich, p , 41.

3James H. Cone, Black Theology and Black Power (New York:
The Seabury Press, 1969), p. 38.

4Cone, p. 39.
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criminals. Yet, as men fight and die to preserve their right to

justice, they align themselves closely to Jesus. The life of

Jesus stood for justice and the power to be free. The power to the

people stands for the power to be free and the power of justice, ahd

as Jesus is the power to be free and the power of justice, then Jesus

is the power to the people. Dr. Cone reiterating the interrelationship

of justice and freedom states: "To demand freedom is to demand justice.

Where there is no justice, a man's freedom is threatened. Freedom

and justice are interdependent.'" Therefore, as Dr. Cone perceives

the Black man defining his ~umanity, the acquisition of power comes

before freedom and justice because the Black man gets freedom and

justice only' when he has force and power to get them. A beginning of

this demand is heard in the chant of Black children at a liberation

school: '·We want freedom, we want power to determine the destiny of

8our Black people."

Rev. Cleage also discusses power first, then freedom, justice

and love. His discussion is very much in the context of scripture. He

uses specific scriptural references to build his case for the unifi-

cation of Black men in a Black Christianity: "Jesus was a revolutionary

Black leader, a zealot, seeking to lead a Black nation to freedom."IO

Biblical references such as, "But no one can enter a strong man's

house and plunder his goods, unless he first binds the strong man; then

'Cone, Black Theology and Black Power, p. 43.

8Black children chanting in a Blak Panther Liberation School,
on CBS Special, January 6, 1970.

9Albert B. Cleage, The Black Messiah~ (New York: Sheed and
Ward, 1968), p. 4.
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indeed he may plunder his house,,,l0 show the essence of pow~r to jus

tice and freedom, and the Biblical nature of this power.

As Black leaders are shot and killed, injustice prevails in

the name of law and order. Rev. Cleage explains: f~en they draft all

the cream of our young men, whether they kill them in Viet Nam or put

them in the penitentiary, they have bound our young men. Then indeed

they may at will and at their pleasure plunder our house ... ll He con-

tinues to predict the same wrath for the oppressors of the Blacks,

that Scriptures predicted for the oppressor of the chosen people,

When you understand the things that God was trying to tell
through Jesus Christ, then you understand that all men in the
sight of God have a right to dignity, and when somebody decided
he is going to build a civilization, a world, and deny black men
the right to dignity, then God is going to act to destroy that
very civilization and that very nation. 12

Thus in the writings of Cleage and Cone is found a theology

very much centered in Jesus, as Jesus represented a quest for freedom

for the oppressed. It is also evident that at the center of all efforts

for freedom is the necessity of obtaining power. As the Black

men see power and justice used against them to herd them, to lynch

them, to shoot them, so it is only natural that Jones sees the

Black Theatre as "Force. Spirit. Feeling.,,13 The reversal and conse-

quent juxtoposition of power is reflected in the "force, spirit,

feeling" as the unifying force of the Black people seen in the spirit

l~ark 3:27.

llCleage, ~ Black Messiah, p. 46. l2Cleage, p. 133.

13LeRoi Jones, "The Revolutionary Theatre," Liberator, July
1965, p. 4.
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or soul power and feeling manifested in the situations exemplified in

the plays.

The play "The Man Who Trusted the Devil Twice" by Herbert

Stokes discusses power to the people and the injustice of the judicial

system in juxtaposition to the power held by the oppressor. As the play

opens the power is not in the hands of the Negro principal, rather he is

powerless, and the power is in the hands of those who symbolize the

institution, who are referred to as the "Military.1t This section of

the play reveals several blatant references to the Black man's power-

lessness:

1ST MILITARY: You have been given new orders from your com
manding officer.

PRINCIPAL: Okay, what are they?

1ST MILITARY: Before I tell you, I want to tell you some new
news. You have been promoted.

PRINCIPAL: Oh wow: Tell me what have I been promoted to?

1ST MILITARY: You will become our new executor, but will
still act as principal of this school. You will continue teaching
the administration how to brainwash the students. You will con
tinue instructing brainwashery until every boy and girl thinks that
white people are good. We have to keep telling them that they are
Negroes. They must never think they are Black. They must be
taught that Blackness is a Dirty, Disgraceful ugly thing. They
must be taught that if anyone calls them Black to take it as an
insult.

PRINCIPAL: Don't worry! I have been making sure that they-ha
will never be taught their true history. Don't forget I have been
doing this job for five years. A matter of fact, I follow my fa
ther's footsteps. My family has been doing this for three
generations.

1ST MILITARY: Well, that's nice. But I don't have time to
listen to your family and their misfortune. I mean well getting
the point about your new job. The mayor don't want to have any
more of that riot shit going on in his city. So he wants you to
exterminate all the radical students you have in your school.

PRINCIPAL: You mean he wants me to kill theml Who?
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1ST MILITARY: That's right, kill them. The one you ~rote him
about. The ones that you said wouldn't salute the flag. The ones
that have them Afros, and the ones that ~rite on the bathroom ~81.1S

--Black Po~er. He seid that these boys could start something. And
cause big problems.

PRINCIPAL: Look I'm grateful for the promotion, but" I':n not
a killer.

1ST ~ln.rrARY: Well I'm sorry but you don't have any choice.
You have been given your orders. Either you obey or you disobey.
And you know the punishment for disobeying. 14

The Principal as brainwasher, the statement of the 1st ;'lilitary, "They

must never think they are Black.", and the Principal's retort that

they will never be taught their true history, all illustrate the a t t c.np t

to deny any positive value to Blackness, and thereby to destroy any

viable unity among the powerless that might result in power. The po-

sition of the Principal as a manipulative puppet, not a principal in 3

decision-making and responsible position, illustrates powerlessness. It

is the Principal's Son John who murders a white teacher and when asked

Why, replies: "I killed him because he was white. I killed him because

I hated his guts. And I will continue killing them until they are all

dead." 15 To John, white symbo 11zes power, as opposed to power l es s rie s s

and consequent oppression. And only when the oppressor has been elim-

inated is t ue r e t1 chance for any balance in power. Historically view-

ing the aforement ioned :nethods of rendering the Black man powerless,

~ives insight into the reasons Eor contemporary Black powerlessness.

14Herbert Stokes, "The 0~an '../ho Trusted the Devil TWice," ;~e'-l
Plays from the 131ack Theatre, ed , Ed BulJins (New York: Ean t a.n ,1orld
Dra:na,l'%9~pp. 120-121.

lSStokes, p. 123.
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The court room scene, with a white judge in a clown suit, and a

Negro also in a clown suit, are precisely what Rev. Cleage means when he

says: liThe white man uses his Black flunkies to destroy us. He doesnjt

do it himself. We don't realize it as we go along from day to day.

Any time he gets ready to hang us he finds himself an Uncle Torn to do it

for him.,,16 The trial of the Principal's son shows the power structure

manipulating the Uncle Tom in a poignant display of powerlessness.

TOM: Will everyone please rise.

JOHN: We will not rise and especially for a punk in a clown
su it.

TOM: Why you son of a bitch ••• Stand up or 1'11 blow your
damn head off.

JOHN: Go ahead like I said before. We're not scared to die.

JUDGE: No. Hold it. Don't kill them. It would just make it
easier for them. After they are found gUilty and when I sentence
them, theY're going to wish they were dead. But first they must
get a fair trial.

1ST BOY: Fair trial: You know, you really are a beast. How
can you sit there and tell us we're guilty before we've even
started the trial, and then tell us we must get a fair trial. You
don·t know the meaning of fair. No: I take that back. You have
your own meaning of fair. I learned that when your trained animals
attacked me--us--and tried to kill us.

JUDGE: Try? Don't you think if they wanted to kill you, they
could have easily done it?

1ST BOY: I tell you what you do, jUdge. You come from behind
that desk, and I ill beat your ass myself.

JUDG,b;: why you little punk. I dare you to threaten me.

l~T BOY: I dare you to come from behind that desk and call me
a punk.

JUDGE: (Judge grabs the Negro guard that is standing next to
him.) Kill him,

16Cleage, The Black Messiah, p. 3J.
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1ST BOY: Let's go. We have a lot of brothers to free. 17

appraisal of a "fair trial." By fair was not meant "innocent until

That's right. You motherfucker. And don't come with
It's too late. We ain't got no time.

Who me?TOM:

JOHN:
pity shit.

(Butbefore the guard gets his gun out, a large group of Black
people rush in with guns, sticks, etc.)

JUIXib:: Whi:lt 1s this'! Who are these people! Cua rds I Cua rds I
Get those people out ut herel

VOICE: That·s right judge. You said it right. We are people
and we people come here to protect our brothers. And to show you
white people that we're not going to die any longer from this
stupid shit like you and that Negro who thinks he should protect
you.

buffoons and unpredictable tricksters, symbolize the Black man's view

The court room scene illustrates that this play is symbolic of

17Stokes, 1fThe Nan Who Trusted the Devil TWice," pp. 127-128.

18Cleage, The Black Messiah, p. 33.

The Judge and the Uncle Tom are both costumed as clowns,

of the legal process. The general usage of the phrase "a three-ringed

play, the parallel is an apt one indeed. Also, note the 1st Boy's

circus" refers to a situation which is illogical and does not accomplish

what was intended. If the legal process is anything like that in the

proven guilty," rather fair according to the Judge's definition of

tIl accept this sacrifice which the Black ~essiah made as the symbolic

fair. It is significant that John was Willing to die. Cleage accepted

the reality of death and the survival of the remnant in this statement:

sacrifice which I'm Willing to make that the Nation may grow, that it

may have power, I'm willing. Hl 8

power to the people. The powerless are able to overpower those
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previously in control and the power structure is reversed. When the

Black people rush in and take over the court, there are two important

lines in interpreting the concept "power to the people. 1t First John's

line "It's too late. We ain't got no time", is very much a theme of

both the Black Theatre and Black Theology. "Power to the people" is

to happen now. There will be no more waiting. As the 1st Boy says:

"Let's go. We have a lot of brothers to free.", we see the previously

powerless people, now powered, unwilling to wait and ready to risk

death physically rather than endure the previous mental death of

brainwashing, to which they had been subjected, and which further

suppressed them.

LeRoi Jones in his play "Great Goodness of Li f e!' illustrates

a position similar to that of Herbert Stokes. Jones stands against the

previous theology that Black man's role is that of the "suffering

servant" of Isaiah who should be content to work and wait for a better

day. There is also a similarity in Jones' play to the gap in thinking

illustrated in Stokes' play between the principal, a Negro sucked in

by the system, and his son John, a Black thinking revolutionary. John

eventually kills his father, after the principal has disclosed John's

hiding place. In the "Great Goodness of Life," Court Royal, another

Negro sucked in by the system, shoots his son to save his own life.

This gap in thinking, evident between the "suffering servant" and the

actions of the activists, symbolizes the same existential difficulty

in the contemporary Black community. This play of Jones' makes a

powerful statement against the ,perverted sort of judicial system and

the misuse of power evident in "The Man Who Trusted the Devil Twice"

which are experienced by the Blacks in America.
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The playwrights question the judicial system because it renders

show the manipulation of the Black man by the judicial system.

VOICE:
Court Royal you are
charged with harboring
a murderer. How do you
plead?

VOICE:
How do you plead?

VOICE:
Do you have an attorney?

I've done nothing.
VOICE:
Then you plead, not
guilty?

COURT ROYAL:
I'm not a criminal.

COURT ROYAL:
Plead? There's a mistake being made. I've never done

anything.

COURT ROYAL:
But I'm Court Royal. Everybody knows me. I've always

done everything • • • • •

VOICE:
You are Court Royal,
Are you not?

COURT ROYAL:
Yes, I am, but I don't understand.

VOICE:
You are charged with
shielding a wanted crim
inal. A murderer.

VOICE:
(The Voice laughs long
and cruelly.)

COURT ROYAL:
Attorney? Look you'd better check you got the right man.

You're making a mistake. I'll sue. That's what I'll do.

COURT ROYAL:
Of course I'm not gUilty. I work in the Post Office.

(Tries to work up a little humor.) You know me, probably.
Didn't you ever see me in the Post Office? I'm supervisor;
you know me. I work at the Post Office. I'm no criminal.
I've worked at the Post Office for thirty-five years. I'm
supervisor. There must be Some mistake. I've worked at the
Post Office for thirty-five years.

the Black man powerless. The first series of lines from the opening of

IfGreat Goodness of Life," and the lines from the final scene of the play
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Your attorney.
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VOICE:
He have an attorney for
you. \~ere is the legal
aid man?

VOICE:
If you don't have an at
torney, the court will
assign you one.

COURT ROYAL:
Don't bother. t have an attorney. John Breck's my attorney.

He'll be down here in a few minutes--the minute I call.

COURT ROYAL:
But I have an attorney. I want my attorney. I don't need

any legal aid man. I have money. I have an attorney. I work in
the Post Office. I'm a supervisor; here look Bt my badge. (A
bald-headed smiling house slave in a wrinkled dirty tuxedo crawls
across the stage; he has a wire attached to his back leading off
stage. A huge key is in the side of his head. We hear the motors
"animating" his body, groaning like tremendous weights. He grins,
and slobbers, turning his head slowly from side to Side. He grins.
He makes little qUivering sounds.)

COURT ROYAL:
1fuat klnd of foolishness is this? (He looks at the man.)

What's .go i ng on? What's your name? (IUs "voice" begins sometime
after the question; the wheels churn out his answer, and the delib
erating motors sound throughout the scene.)

COURT ROYAL:
I'll call my attorney right now. We'll find out just what's

going on here.

Court Royal is ignorant of any wrong doing, but he, like other

ATTORNEY BRECK:
Pu1 • • • lead ••• er ••• errr ••• GUilty. (Motors get

it together and move in proper synchronization.) Pul ••• plead
gUilty, it's your only chance. Just plead gUilty, broth~r. Just
plead gUilty. It's your only chance _ your only chance.19

Black men in society, is guilty before haVing the option to plead

innocent. Even Court Royal's attorney is selected by the judge. A

dichotomy exists between the name, Court Royal, and the treatment of the

man in the court room. He is certainly not courted royally, as might be

19LeRoi Jones, "Great Goodness of Life," Five Black Revolu
tionary Plays (New York: Bobbs-Merri11, 1969), pp. 46-49.
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ness that resuits from injustice.

even mumbling sensibly, except what would be to the benefit of the

VOICE:
I asked you do you know
this man? I"m asking you
again, for the last time.
There's no need to lie.

VOICE:
Don't lie, Royal. We know
all about you. Your face
is gUilty. Look at that
face. You know this man.

COURT ROYAL:
what?

COURT ROYAL:
But this is many men, many faces. They shift so fast I cannot

tell who they are ••• or what is meant. It's so confusing.

COURT ROYAL:
I do? (In rising terror) No, No. I don't. I never saw that

man, it's so many faces, I've never seen those faces.

The judicial system's inaccuracy plots further powerlessness

VuICE:
~hut up, liar. Do you
knew this man?

(An image is flashed on the screen behind him. It is a rapidly
shifting series of faces. Malcolm, Patrice, Rev. King, Garvey.
Dead nigger kids killed by the police. Medgar Evers.)

expected for the system-Negro. The mechanization of the attorney re-

fleets the system's control. The system carries this out to the point

of having a key in the side of his head, and the attorney makes unin-

tried in court, the only possibility of a balance of power comes through

telligible sounds. Here it must be remembered that for a person being

his attorney. Court Royal's attorney, 8 mechanized blob, who performs

the white man's dirty work and his lines indicate he is incapable of

Judge. The dialogue emphasizes the puppet nature of the judicial sy-

stem in the eyes of the Black community and the consequent powerless-

in these lines from the final scene of the play.
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VOICE:
Look closer, Royal. You
cannot get away with what
you've done. Look more
closely. You recognize
that face ••• don't you?
The face of the murderer
you've sheltered all these
years. Look, you liar,
look at that face. 20

In the final lines of the play Court Royal is freed bec~use he

bows to the system. in what appears to be his only alternative for free-

dome He agrees to shoot his son, who is a thinker like the men whose

faces were flashed on the screen. The court failed to specifically

charge Court Royal. It is implied that Court Royal is guilty because he

is Black, and the Black men who were pictured, Rev. King, Malcolm, etc.,

were guilty of "thinking" and "threatening the system" this Judge rep-

resents. The only way Court Royal can get the power to live or to die

is by being a puppet to the system.

There is really no justice in either Stokes; or Jones' ;V~IE.W of

the judicial system, and this statement of Rev. Cleage ep i t om i z'ea .the

lack of justice in these plays.

Any effort on the part of the powerless to take power is crim
inal. Isn't that right! If you don·t have any power and yoo try
to take power, anything you do is criminal--understand that'when
you read all this stuff, when you listen to all these learn~~ pro
fessors making statements, or watch all those press confere~c~s.
Any effort by the powerful to hold the powerless in bondag~~hd
oppression is the preservation of law and order, and they ded:de
what is crime. ~~e don't have any power. :30 whatever they (In"that
keeps us like we are, hopeless, helpless, oppressed, and exploited,
that is law and order. l 1

20
Jones, "The Great Goodness of Lite," prj. 56 .. 5/.

2lCleage, The Black Messiah, o. 136.
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The omission of the discussion of love, to this point, has been

intentional. Dr. Cone believes that the absence of power and justice in

the Black situation has mitigated against love. 22 And yet he says the

very violence the white community sees as a violation of law and order

and a denial of love, is the Black man's effort at self-affirmation.

The Black man's efforts are indeed his only recourse to love.

The violence in the cities, which appears to contradict Chris
tian love, is nothing but the Black man's attempt to say Yes to his
being as defined by God in a world that would make his being into
nonbeing. If the riots are the Black man's courage to say Yes to
himself as a creature of God, and if in affirming self he affirms
Yes to the neighbor, then violence may be the Black man's ex
pression, sometimes the only ~ossible expression, of Christian
love to the white oppressor. 2

Rev. Cleage's position is somewhat different; although he

acknowledges the possibility of love within the Black Nation, he sees

little value in bothering to try to love "the system." Love of enemy

is passe---something that has resulted only in perpetuating the second-

class position of Black men by assuming a kind of self-satisfaction

with things the way they are. Such a man settles easily into the type

of Post Office-complacency that gripped Court Royal. Cleage says,

We must realize that talking about love does not change our
problems. You can sing "h1e Shall Ove rcome ,« and you can talk
about redemptive suffering, but neither of these will change your
earthly condition. We have to concern ourselves with justice, not
love. We don't go to the white man and ask him to love us. We've
done it too long. It's futile. We want justice, and we are going
to fight for justice. We believe in justice. We don't even think
about love. Love is only something for inside the Natfon. We'll
try to love each other as much as we can, as hard as it is, inside
the Black Nation. Outside the Nation we are not thinking about
love. We are thinking about justice.24

22
Cone, Black Theology and Black Power, p. 54.

23Cone, p, 55.

24Cleage, The Black Messiah, pp. 96.97.



The love expressed in Black Theatre seems much more the after-

math of acquiring power and justice. However "The Toilet" by LeRoi

Jones is a very violent love story, described by Lawrence Neal as,

H• • • as search for love under conditions that militate against it

ever surviving past the destructive elements that crop up to block

it."25 "The Toilet" is set in a large public lavatory, and the stage

directions read as follows:

There are urinals along one wall and a partition separating
them from the commodes ••• The toilet must resemble the imper
sonal ugliness of a school tOilet or a latrine of some insti
tution. A few roles of toilet paper are spread out on the floor,
wet through. The acto~g should give the impression frequently
that the place smells.

As the play opens we find a couple of the characters using the

lavatory as they wait for Karolis to be brought in to fight Foots.

Foots is a rather insecure gang leader, and Karolis had written Foots

a note telling him he was beautiful and Foots' gang was demanding that

Foots beat up Karolis. Foots sends out the word to get Karolis and

bring him to the lavatory where they will fight. Yet when Foots ar-

rives at the lavatory, he is noticeably shaken when he sees that

Karolis is severely beaten. Foots says:

FOOTS: (Seeing Karolis in the corner for the first time.
His first reaction is horror and disgust ••• but he keeps it
controlled as is his style, and merely half-whistles.) Goddamn!
What the fuck happened to him? (He goes over to Karolis and
kneels near him, threatening to stay too long. He controls the
impulse and gets up and walks back to where he was. He is
talking ~9roughout his action.) Damn! What'd you guys do, kill
the cat.

25Lawrence P. Neal, "The Slave and The Toilet," Liberator,
February 1965, p. 23.

26LeRoi Jones, !b! Baptism and The Toilet, (New York: Grove
Press, 1966), p. 37.

27Jones, The Baptism and The Toilet, p. 52.
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Throughout the next portion of the play Foots is edgy and

nervous. He does not want to fight Karolis; he loves him. But his

leadership is in a precarious position. and not to fight would be to

lose what little power he has in the gang. Nothing seems worth the

risk of losing his power. In this play power comes before love. and

as Dr. Cone has stated frequently it is in this act of fighting that

the Black man is able to affirm his humanity.28 And finally Foots

and Karolis are driven to fight each other in this next section of

the play:

FOOTS: Goddamn you! Goddamn you! (His body moves from
being completely immoble to an angry snarling figure.) You
bastard! (The others become animated. clapping their hands.
shouting. whistling. and moving around as if they were also
fighting.)

KAROLIS: No. Ray. I want to fight you. I want to fight

FOOTS: (Moving around with his hands up to fight. They
both move around each other and Foots seems to get momentarily.
a change of heart): Look now. Karolis ••• you're gonna get
your head blocked.

KAROLIS: (As if he didn't hear): No. You have to fight me.
I sent you a note. remember. That note saying I loved you.
(The others howl at this.) The note saying you were beautiful.
(Tries to smile.) You remember that note. Ray?

FOOTS: Goddamn it. if you're going to fight. fight you
cocksucker!

KAROLIS: Yeh. that's what I'm going to do Ray. I'm going
to fight you. We're here to fight. About the note. right?
The one that said I wanted to take you into my mouth. (Foots
lunges at Karolis and missec.) Did I call you Ray in that
letter ••• or Foots? (Trying to laugh.) Foots! (Shouts) I'm
going to break your fucking neck. That's right. That's who I
want to kill. Foots! Yeh! That's Why we're here. huh? I'll

28Cone• Black Theology and Black Power. p. 54.
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gang, his feelings of love toward Karolis and exemplifies what Ed

protect and defend himself. Foots acknOWledges, in the absence of his

29Jones, ~ Baptism ~ The ~!!, pp. 58-61.

30Ed Bull1ns, "Theatre of Reality," Negro Digest, April 1966,

(Karolls Is sufficiently beaten and they all leave. Karolis
lies in the center of the room, motionless. After a minute or so
Karolis moves his hand. Then his head moves and he tries to look
up. He draws his legs up under him and pushes his head off the
floor. Finally he man_ges to get to his hands and knees. He
crawls over to one of the commodes, pulls himself up, then falls
backward awkwardly and heaVily. At this point, the door opens
slightly, then it opens completely and Foots comes in. He stares
at Karolis' body for a second, looks quickly over his shoulder,
then runs an~9kneels before the body, weeping and cradling the head
in his arms.

Karolis' statement: "No, no, his name is Ray, not Foots. You

Another play where the possibility of love is seen, but where

fight you, Footsl I'll fight youl Right here in this same place
where you said your name was Ray. (Screaming, he lunges at Foots
and manages to grab Him in a choke hold.) Ray, you said your name
was. You said Ray. Right here in this filthy toilet. You said
Ray. (He is choking Foots and screaming.' Foots struggles and is
punching Karolis in the back and stomach, but he cannot get out of
the hold.) You put your hand on me and said Rayl No, No, his
name Is Ray, not Foots. You stupid bastards. I love somebody you
don't even know.

stupid bastards. I love somebody you don't even know." is stating

that Foots can not afford to be known unless he has the power to

Bullins, speaking of "The Toilet," says: fl ••• it is simply a love

story done in a melodramatic naturalistic vein.,,30 Only When he has

the psychological power does Foots acknOWledge his love for Karolis.

it is not known whether the people will ever have the power to actuate

this love, is Ed Bull1ns' play "In Wine Time." This play centers

around drinking Wine, and the characters, Lou, Ray and Cliff, who do

p. 66.
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not have the inner power t8 move from the Wine jug. They are liVing in

the type of situation described by Rev. Cleage as the hopeless, helpless

and oppressed condition. 31 After hearing Ray's last line, we could ask,

how long can a per.8n wait for the power to human dignity to instill

a belief tn the possibility of love? Ray's dream of love for a woman

who each day walks by the stoop where they sit and drink wine is never

actuated,

RAY: Awww, I was just thinkin'. Lou says I can't go •••
and. • • and this girl ••• she ••• well, I see her every day
now and • • •

CLIFF: Have you • • •

RAY: (Upset, shouting) Nawhl We don't ••• we don't need to
do anything. We just look at each other and smile ••• that's all.

CLIFF: Smi Ie?

RAY: Yeah.

RAY: That's all. I just wait on the corner for her every
afternoon aad she comes dancing along with her little funny walk
and sometimes she hums or sin~~ to me a while ••• then smiles
some more and goes away • • •

Love then to Ray is a dream.

All of these people in "In Wine Time" have no power. The

characters have no relationship with one another. All they seem to be

able to do is bicker and drink. Without power there is no love, and

Without love there exists the inability to assume responsibility and

to communicate. Without responsibility end without communication

there can be no permanence. Without permanence there can be no

31Cleage, ~ Black Messiah, p. 136.

32Ed Bullins, flIn Wine Time,ll !.!!! Plays ~ Ed Bullins (New
York: Babbs-Merrill, 1969), p. 104.
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security, justice, and trust, which come through love. As the Black

man lives creatively he is able to actuate his love. Because power,

justice and love are one in the human existence, love is only possible

as a consequence of pGwer and justice. In the following line Lou

expresses tQ Cliff his complete absemce of responsibility and trust,

LOU: (Ridicule) Guardian? How? With what? You ain't
never had a job in your life over six months. What you raise him
with ••• the few lousy bucks you don't drink up from your
government check? You somebody's guardian ••• I ••• (Cliff
slaps her violently.)33

Drinking represents his only available alternative to actuating his

humanity. There is no desire for permanence beyond a wine bottle. As

Cliff explains his dream-world he further exemplifies his inability

to actuate these dreams:

CLIFF: I'm goin' ta get me part of that world or stare your
God in the eye and scream Why. I am not a beast • • • an animal
to be used for the plows of the world. But if I am then I'll
act like one, I'll be one and turn this fucken world of dreams
and lies and fairy tales into a jungle or a desert. And I don't
give much of a happy fuck which. There's a world out there,
woman. Just beyond that lam~gost • • • just across "The Avenue"
and it'll be mine and Ray's.

This inability to actuate dreams results in the absence of the security,

trust and responsibility necessary to actuate his potentialities. If

security, trust and responsibility are absenbman operates in a vacuum.

If this man is treated like an animal he will act like one. If the

oppressed man is not allowed to actuate his dreams and his potential-

itie~ he will turn them into the jungle or desert, similar to the one

Cliff describes. There is very little order in a jungle; very little

33Bullins, "In Wine Time," p, 135.

34Bullins, p. 139.
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life in a desert; very few alternatives in a vacuum. Without power and

without love there can be no life.

In discussin8 love. power and justice. there is something

closer to the Black situation in the order of the terms used by Dr.

Cone--power. justice and love. Love must come last because love is only

possible when man has the power to demand justice. and therefore is

able to actuate his potentialities. The relationship of power. justice

and love is best explained by Dr. Cone when he says that fl ••• the new

black man refuses to speak of love Without justice and power. Love

Without the power to guarantee justice in human relations is

meaningless.,,35 As Black Theology spells out new definitions and re

appraises Christianity in terms of the Black situation. Black Theatre

gives expression to these definitions in reflecting the existential

situation of the Black people.

Summary

Black Theatre and Black Theology have been used to demonstrate

in this chapter that without power there can be no liberation and free

dom. and consequently no justice and love in the Black experience. The

chapter also shows that the life of Jesus had as its purpose the af

firmation of one's humanity. Where this affirmation is impossible.

religious ideologies are standing apart from the scriptural purpose of

theology. The material studied in the chapter illustrates the frus

tration and hopelessness of the powerless situation that results in

3SCone• Black Theology and Black Power. p. 53.



oppression. Also, the white man In the plays is seen to symbolize the

power structure that maintains the imbalance of power which causes

oppression.
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Chapter 4

THE BLACK MAN AND THE WH ITE MAN AS SEEN IN
BLACK THEOLOOY AND IN BLACK THEATRE

Introduction

This chapter will show the oppressive cycle that results from

the Black man's powerlessness. particularly as illustrated in Black

Theatre. The material discussed will also indicate the role of the

white man In maintaining the imbalance of power that perpetuates the

cycle of Black powerlessness.

The life style of the Black man. as expressed in Black Theatre

and Black Theology. is cyclic in nature. The life situation of the

Black man is powerlessness. To have power Is to have the capacity to

perform effectively. The actualization of power enables man to en-

counter other bearers of power, and through these encounters an ever

changing balance of power occurs. l Inherent in man's capacity for

effectiveness Is man's ability to define alternatives. A powerless

individual is unable to perform effectively because he does not have

the capacity to define the alternate courses of action in his life

style and thus contribute to forward movement. In saying that the

life style of the Black man is rooted in powerlessness, the inference

lpaul Tililch, Love, Power and Justice (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1960)~ 41. ---
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is that he will remain powerless because he is not allowed to define

alternatives. For example, the Black man in his powerless condition

cannot attempt to deal with the unjust landlord, because there is no

balance of power. He is not in a position to make the decision to

move elsewhere. Therein is seen the interrelationship of powerless-

ness with the inability to define alternatives. This interrelation_

ship demonstrates the frustrating and oppressive cycle of powerless-

ness which results in the inability to define alternatives, and the

inability to define alternatives which results in further powerless-

ness. In practicality this means that an unemployed Black man may

not get a job when one is available, because the decision has been

previously made that Black people are not allowed to live in the

neighborhood proximate to where employment is available. Thus both

this man's decision concerning where to work and where to live are

alternatives that have been defined for him. The result of this

situation is further unemployment and further powerlessness. This

illustration aptly applies to Ed Bullins' play "In Wine Time" which

will be discussed later in the chapter.

Black Theology, as well as Black Theatre, readily admits

the oppressed and powerless condition of the Black man. Dr. Cone

views Blackness and oppression as synonymous. 2 Both Dr. Cone and Rev.

Cleage would agree that because of the nature of Jesus' mission, his

presence is more obvious in the oppressed and powerless situation.

2James H. Cone, Black Theology ~nd Black Power (New York:
The Seabury Press, 1969), p. 69.



Dr. Cone states:

God's word in Christ not only fulfills his purposes for man
through his elected people, but also inaugurates a new age in
which all oppressed people become his people. In America, that
people is a black people. In order to remain faithful to his Word
in Christ, his present manifestation must be the very essence ofblackness. 3

A further implication of this statement would be that if the Church in

America is to follow Christ, it too must go where the suffering,

powerless and oppressed are and become Black also.

According to the New Testament, the Church, meaning followers

of Jesus, has essentially three functions: preaching (kerygma),

service (diakonia), and fellowship (koinonia). The actions of the

church are not defined by those who attend Sunday worship. In many

instances, throughout church history, attendance was demanded, little

service (diakonia) was performed for those who attended and nothing

was done to awaken the pOSsibility for encounter and fellowship

(koinonia). Attendance at a particular store front church or insti.

tutional church implied fotlowing an imposed set of standards. The

church member had little to do with the establishment of relevant

standards, or alternative courses of action within the community his

church served (diakonia). In the violation of the above three

functions the Church has contributed to the Blaek man's inability to

define alternatives. This has contributed not only to the physical

bondage of ghetto walls but also to a mental enslavement which

3Cone, Black Theology~ Black Power, p. 69.
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bondage to ghetto areas as well as by mental castration. Both of these

powerless condition, and that this condition is perpetuated by physical

accept the values of the slavemaster, but this was to many Blac~an im-

57
Dr. Cone refers to as If••• the internalization of the values of the

slavemaster.,,4 The alternative in this instance would have been not to

following plays show that the situations are directly related to the

Black Theatre well illustrates this oppressive cycle. The

cycle of the Black man's life cycle.

cept further powerlessness. Therefore, Black Theology reflects the

In LeRoi Jones' play ftGreat Goodness of Life" this oppressive

imply the inability to define any other alternatives.

causes powerlessness in the black situation, it in turn completes the

powerless condition of the Black man: namely, his inability to define

the alternatives Which constitute his humanity. When this condition

possibility. Yet to accept the imposed values was in actuality to ac-

ployee, is being tried for an undefined crime. This illustrates an

initial degree of powerlessness. If Court Royal had any power he

cycle is obviously present. Court Royal, a Negro Post Office em-

would have been able to attempt to define his relationship with the

is to be powerful enough to protect self against the encroachment

of another human being. 5 Because of Court Royal's powerlessness, the

Judge who was trying him. Dr. Cone would suggest that 'fTo be a human

4James H. Cone, "Black Theology and Black Liberation,"
lecture to be presented at Atlanta University, Atlanta Georgia,
Summer 1970, p. 2.

5James H. Cone, "Black Power, Black Theology, and the Study
of Theology and Ethics," article to be published in Theological
Education, Summer 1970, p. 8.
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alternatives normally present in the courtroom are denied to him. It

is decided for him whether he will plead gUilty or innocent. More

accurately, there is no alternative; he is gUilty when the trial

begins. As was mentioned earlier in the chapter, having some power

puts one in a position to work for a balance of power when dealing

with others. But in the case of Court Royal, he is not only gUilty,

but his option of choosing his defense is also denied him. His

attorney is appointed by the court. Court Royal had no power to

prevent the encroachment of the JUdge, because he had no power to

attempt to determine his position in the courtroom. Thus there was

nothing he could do but accept whatever happened to him. His initial

powerlessness has placed him in a position whereby no alternatives are

available to him, and this further increases his powerlessness.

Herbert Stokes' pla~ "The Man Who Trusted the Devil TWicw'

graphically portrays the oppressive cycle rooted in powerlessness.

Here we have a slightly different variation of powerlessness. Generally

there are certain positions, such as the principal of a school, which

imply a certain degree of power and the right to exercise that power.

But in this play we have a powerless Negro principal, powerless in

terms of deal in! with the white power structure. However, Principal

in this play renders other Blacks more powerless. This results in a

more complex state of powerlessness. The white power structure

orders Principal to wipe out the Black consciousness of his students.

The Principal has no alternative, because to disagree would be to lose

his job and render himself, in his own eyes, even more powerless.

Of course a Black consciousness would be the beginning of power to

the Blacks. And yet in not fighting to obtain an alternative,



Principal destroys any possibility of alternatives for those he

supposedly serves. Because no one is in a position to defend himself

against the encroachment of others. the Black man is in the midst of

the vicious circle which negates his capacity to make decisions and

results in further powerless frustration. The issue is complicated

in "The Man Who Trusted the DevU Twice" by the White power

structure's manipulation of a Negro to reduce the Blacks' power to a

greater degree.

There are as many variations of powerlessness as there are

Black people. Some are unable to move beyond the stoop of their

flat. Purchasing a bottle of wine might be the only alternative open

to them, and consequently they exercise that alternative freely.

"In Wine Time" by Ed Bullins reflects this situation. Even in the

very basest of human existence some power is necessary in order to

relate to other people. However, when this is denied. so also is a

certain degree of humanity denied. As Rev. Cleage and Dr. Cone have

illustrated. when man is treated subhurnanly and like an animal, man

is incapable of acting like a human being. "In Wine Time" the lack

of power could be regarded as man's inability to relate to one an

other. Cliff, Ray and Lou fight and drink wine and dream about al

ternatives. nThe Avenue" binds their existence. and since they do

not have the power to cross "The Avenue," their only choice is

buying more wine in an attempt to blot out their powerlessness. The

play gives one the feeling that the situation is typical of those in

physical and mental bondage in the ghetto. Since often alternatives

are defined in terms of relationships, once again options are a myth.
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The judicial system and the educational system, the greatest

strongholds of power to the Black man, are both instrumental in

perpetuating the unbalance of power to which we have refered.

"The Electronic Nigger" by Ed Bullins symbolizes the epitome of

degradation in the educational system. The power structure has blamed

much of the Black condition on the increasing number of dropouts.

And yet "The Electronic Nigger" suggests that nothing can be

gained by staying in the educational system. Once again we find a

Negro in the position of teacher, Which would imply a certain amount

of power. If the teacher had power, there would have been the alterna

tive of stopping the babbling electronic nigger who monopolized the class.

Had the babbling electronic nigger been stopped, the class might have had

the option to learn.

There are numerous implications in this play. The electronic

nigger symbolizes the Negro product of the educational system. That

education gives one power is a foregone conclusion, and yet all this

educated Negro could do is spout useless facts. The other symbol of

the educated Negro, the teacher. was certainly not in an enviable

position•. By virtue of their powerlessness, neither of those who

should have been able to prOVide alternatives to others was able

to do so. because they themselves did not have the power to define

alternatives for themselves. It is no wonder that the class got up and

departed "to go smoke grass." Everyone in the play ended up more

frustrated. and more powerless and more ready to act like animals.

The logical sequence of this oppressive cyclic action is to

disrupt the cycle. This can happen only when the Blacks obtain the

power to break out of the cycle, as Dr. Cone says, "Blacks must get
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power, and then and only then will they be human.,,6 Rev. Cleage

echos this by pOinting out that any time the white man gets ready, the

powerless Black man can be destroyed. 7 The destruction of the Black

man was readily illustrated in the above-mentioned plays. However, it

is also important to point out that in "Great Goodness of Life" the

power was reversed at the end of the play. The Blacks had disrupted

the cycle by obtaining enough power to counter the power of the

institution. Another play where this reversal of power Occurs is

LeRoi Jones' "The Slave." In "The Slave" the Black revolution is

nearing completion and they have almost completed the juxtaposition

of power. And although the Black leader, Walker, does not know the

ultimate outcome of the revolution, he knows that his humanity was

dependent on the good intentions of the enslavers, as Walker says to

Easley, "The point is that you had your chance.,,8 So now they are

ready to risk physical death to avoid the mental death and physical

oppression of the past. In both plays the only way of acquiring

power has been through Violent action. In "The Man Who Trusted the

Devil Twice," a group of people burst into the courtroom with guns

and release the defendant, while in "The Slave," the city burns as

Walker attacks two white liberals. The cries of the Blacks in the

6Cone, Black Power, Black Theology, and the Study of Theology
and Ethics," p. 8.

'Albert B. Cleage, The Black Messiah (New York: Sheed and
Ward, 1968), p. 183.

8LeRoi Jones, "The Slave," ~hman~ The Slave, (New
York: William Marron and Co., 1964), p. 73.
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as Dr. Cone explains:

man's humanity is defined in terms of being oppressed, oppression

9Cone, "Black Theology and Black Liberation," p. 6.

lOAlbert B. Cleage, "Fear Is Gone," Liberator, November 1967,

the misinterpretation of Christianity, and in the abuse of power by

oppressed. Black theologians find the cause for this oppression in

they want to disrupt the cycle because they have the power to do so,

midst of this violent action reminds us that they do not want their

alternatives determined by what the white man is Willing to give, but

Black Power is the recognition that black freedom becomes a
reality only when the victims of white racism conclude that the
oppressors have overstepped the bounds of human relations and
that it is now incumbent Upon black people to do what is
necessary to bring a halt to the white encroachments on black
dignity. The willingness to behave on this conclusion is
nothing but reducing ph.aseology to action. It means that blacks
accept the risk of defining themselves. Like our fore-fathers
who rebelled against slavery, we know that our life is not worth
living unless we are fighting against its limits. This is what
Black Power means. 9

If any oppressive cycle exists, there must be someone, or

something, that misuses power and this is the oppressor of the

white society. Rev. Cleage has pointed out that this oppression is

directly a reSult of the "law and order" cry of white society.lO

Dr. Cone believes that Black people are reminded of the power re-

siding in white police departments and government officials, when

white policemen shoot and kill defenseless Blacks While government

officials praise officers for their bravery and courage. l l When

then must be countered with the same powerful force that caused it.

p. 47.

llCone, "Black Power, Black Theology, and the Study of Theology
and Ethics," p. 8.
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In Black Theology and in Black Theatre the white man is

symbolic of the white society that oppressed. Dr. Cone has referred

to this white man as an antichrist which is similar to the view of

LeRoi Jones and Herbert Stokes, who see the white man as the devil.

According to LeRoi Jones,12 interpretation of Islamic belief, the

white man is the devil. The devil is the uno," which is the natural

opposite of saying "yes'· to God. And as the white man is the uno" to

the potentialities and alternatives of the Black man, the white man

is the devil. And the white man is the devil to the extent that he

will do anything to enslave the Black man. In Jones' play, ~~

2! Malcolm !, the basest of demonic actions is carried out. At one

stage of the play doctors take out the mind-soul of Black boys. They

remove the black brain and substitute a white one for it. Later in

the play, glassy-eyed Negroes are taught that "White is right." Both

instances are castration of the mind of the Black man and illustrate

the demonic intent of the white man. This mental castration is no

different from the brainwashing the white military demanded of the

Principal in "The Man Who Trusted the Devll TWice.,,13 The title of

this play, too, refers to a Black man who trusted a white man once

too often. As the white man demands that militant students be

killed, that Negro History not be taught, and that students not wear

Afros, his demonic action prevents the humanity of the Black man. The

white man presented in "Great Goodness of Life" functions as a force

that manipulates not only the Black man but also the white man, the

l2LeRoi Jones, Black Theatre #2, 1969, p. 17.

13Herbert Stokes, 'tThe Man Who Trusted the Devil Twice," New
Plays from the Black Theatre (New York: Bantam, 1969), p. 121.
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attorney, who is usually a representative of justice, is merely a

robot of the system, and as oppressive as the force that directs its

operation. ''The Slave" presents a liberal white society that has all

the right words and no actions. They are best described by Dr. Cone

as those who do little to wipe out oppression. He says,

Unagine men dying of hunger, children maimed by rat bites,
women dying of despair--_and the church passes a resolution.
Perhaps it is impossible to prevent riotf~ but one can fight
against the conditions which cause them.

Cone and Cleage would further point out that as long as the church

talks, the ghettos will continue to burn. And this point is well

illustrated in the Black Theatre. The Black Theatre allows us to

observe that the oppressive cycle is nearing an end. There will be

guns, and fighting, and as Jones' points out in his play, "A Black

Mass," the Black man will remove the brain of the white man, and the

result will be a beast whose only words are: '~e! ••• White! ••••

White! Me! ••• White,,,15 This beast moves about slobbering, with

a smile on its face, and goes to the bathroom on the stage. Both the

burning of the city in "The Slave" and the defecation on the stage in

"A Black Mass" are attempts at destroying the symbol of the power,

and to destroy one must have more power than that which is being

destroyed.

Black Theology and Black Theatre aptly express the general

condition of the Black man as being an oppressive cycle. However,

both also express, as do the newspapers each day, that attempts are

14Cone, Black Theology~ Black Power, p. 79.

ISLeRo i Jones, "A Black Mass,"~ Black Revolutionary
Plays (New York: Babbs-Merrill, 1969), p. 32.
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readily being made to obtain power, and to break the cycle and obtain

the power necessary to define alternatives for the Black situation.

The very proof of this is in the expression of Black Theology and Black

Theatre. Both in themselves are alternatives to "white" theology and

"white" theatre. The very terms Black Theatre and Black Theology

indicate a form of fighting the structures that have enslaved and are

possible alternatives to be used in breaking out of the oppressive

cycle. Black theologians have shown the irrelevance of many of the

existing structures of theology. Black Theatre demonstrates that

there is little of relevance to the Black condition in the traditional

American theatre. In Black Theatre, the white man is an oppressor

whose very tactics of manipulation are responsible for the oppressive

cycle of powerlessnesa. A man can only be treated like an animal in

a sub. human condition for so long, before the frustration turns bim

against the oppressor with whatever weapon will balance the power.

And as Franz Fanon pointed out: "The rebel's weapon is the proof of

his humanity.,,16 The cyclic action of powerlessness and oppression

is over for the Black man. He will use whatever weapon is necessary

to prove his humanity and define the alternatives which govern his

liVing condition.

16Franz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth (New York: Grove
Press, 1968). p. 22.
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Summarl

The plays. "The Death of Malcolm X.'f "Great Goodness of Life,"

"In Wine Time," and "The Man Who Trusted the Devil Twice," indicate

the Black man can only actuate his potentialities when he is able to

break out of the cycle of powerlessness. In each of the plays, and

allo in the theology, the White man's misuse of power is seen as

controlling the oppressive cycle of the Black man.



Chapter 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS DRAWN FROM THE STUDY OF THE
ULAT IONSHIP OF BLACK THEATRE AND BLACK THEOLOGY

The eVidence presented In previous chapters indicates the

relationship between Black Theatre and Black Theology is seen in their

common vision of the needs and aspirations of the Black community.

The plays of LeRoi Jones and Ed BUllins, and the Black Theology as

reflected in the theological writings of Dr. Cone and Rev. Cleage,

and as amplified by the categories of Paul Tillich, address them-

selves to the needs of the Black community.

In the first chapter, the theatre and the theology give

concrete expression to the Black Power movement. Both Black Theatre

and Black Theology are demanding, at any cost, the right to self.

determination. From the plays of Black Theatre and the thinking of

Black Theology, equality and justice are described as coming only as

Black men acknowledge their Black identity and work to realize it.

Black Theatre has illustrated the injustice of the judicial system,

in such plays as "Great Goodness of Life" and "The Man Who Trusted

the Devil twice," while Black Theology has shown the inherent

necessity of justice in the human condition for man to actuate his

potentialities. And Black Theatre will demonstrate man's inability

to actuate these potentialities when there is an absence of power

and justice. Thus much of the relationship of Black Theatre and

Black Theology is seen in their common vision of the needs and
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aspirations of the Black community, and In their common demands to meet

these needs.

In the second chapter of this study, statements of Black

Theologians have been used to demonstrate that Black Theology is

synon,mous with Theology of Revolution, just as Black playwrights say

that Black Theatre Is synonymous with Theatre of Revolution. For both

the theologians and the playwrights, revolution means an act, violent

or non-violent, aimed toward social upheaval for the purpose of af

firming the humanity of the Black man. The theologians see the

pattern for this Theology of ReVOlution found in the actions of God

acting for the liberation of man in the Scriptures. The action of

God was three-fold: conflict, liberation, and community. The

theology of the prophets was very much a theology that came forth

out of a conflict, in most Instances over the injustice toward the

Israelites, and moved from this conflict Into the action of liberating

those oppressed. While Black Theology tells us of the presence of

this conflict, Black Theatre shows It to us, and it Is In this stage

of conflict that the action, violent or non-violent, takes place for

the liberation of those oppressed.

Integrally woven into the process of conflict, liberation

and community, is the presence of the themes of power, justice and

love, which were discussed in Chapter 3. The condition of the

Black man as expressed In Black Theology and portrayed in Black

Theatre Is a position of powerlessness. In this position of power

lessness the Black man is seen unable to demand justice and In sev

eral Instances unable to actuate his potential to love. This

powerlessness is attested to by the existential condition expressed
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in the fOllowing plays: "The Slave," "The Electronic Nigger," and "In

New England Winter." While Black Theatre illustrates powerlessness,

Black Theology explicates power as its ultimate concern.

The evidence expressed in Chapter 4, particularly in the plays,

"Great Goodness of Life" and "The Man Who Trusted the Devil TWice,"

illustrates that until the Black man gains power he has no lever with

Which to demand justice. The source of injustice is seen in the White

man's misuse of power.

The eVidence presented in this study would indicate the

following conclusions:

1. Both Black Theatre and Black Theology see the source of

the imbalance of power found in the white man's misuse of power.

2. The presence of a power imbalance results in a vicious

cycle for the Black man beginning with powerlessness which in turn

restricts him from defining his alternatives, and this results in

further powerlessness.

3. In order to break out of this cycle of powerlessness, the

Black man must obtain the power to do so.

4. Black Theology and Black Theatre operate independently of

each other, yet the themes and objectives are identical.

5. While other religious ideologies now have little socio.

logical thrust, Black Theology and Black Theatre have focused on a

sociological thrust.

The first conclusion: Black Theatre and Black Theology see

the source of the imbalance of power found in the white man's misuse

of power, as seen in Jones' play "The Slave" and Stokes' play
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even to love, as a result of this powerlessness. Both of these

white man's misuse of power.

He is implying, asnow these other folks have theirs."l• • •chance

controlled by the white man is the judicial system. It is this

seen to control the power structures. Walker was not sure with what

eral "do-gooders" had to go. A particular power structure which is

The second conclusion: the presence of a power imbalance

the Black man resulting from the misuse of power by the white man. In

"The Slave," Walker tells the white man: "The point is you had your

to replace the system, but was sure that the system, and white lib-

"The Slave" all such lines are addressed to the white man, who is

not exist as it does if there had not been a misuse of power. And in

"The Man Who Trusted the Devil TWice." They show the powerlessness of

judicial system that Stokes attacks. In "The Man Who Trusted the

do the Black Theologians, that the condition of the Black man would

Devil TWice," the white man determines whether the Black man can

plead guilty or not guilty, and determine who is to be his attorney.

Thus the condition of powerlessness is seen to be perpetuated by the

lessness which in turn restricts him from defining his alternatives.

results in a vicious cycle for the Black man beginning with power-

This results in further powerlessness, as seen in "The Toilet" by

is best seen in the Black man's inability to demand justice, and

Jones and uIn Wine Time" by Ed Bullins. Perhsps this powerlessness

lLeRoi Jones, tiThe Slave," ~hman and The~ (New York:
William Marrow and Co., 1964), p. 73.
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plays illustrate the cycle of powerlessness and the consequent injus

tice and incapacity to love that results from the white control of the

Black man's alternatives. The character of Foots in "The Toiletff was

seen to illustrate this point in Chapter 3. Foots could see greater

value in fUlfilling his gang's expectations for him to fight and beat

up Karolis, than to love. Ray, Who is in both "In Wine Time" and ffNew

England Winter," which are both plays about the same characters, did

not have the power to put down the Wine jug and cross "The Avenue"

that signified freedom. In both these instances the powerlessness of

Foots and Ray resulted in the incapacity to define alternatives and

therefore culminated in further powerlessness. Black Theology would

interpret these conditions as curtailing the justice and liberation

of the Black man, and demand that this cyclic action be broken.

The third conclusion: in order to break out of the cycle of

powerlessness the Black man must obtain sufficient power to do so, as

seen in Jones' play "Great Goodness of Life," in Bullins' play "tn

Wine Time," and in Stokes' play "The Man Who Trusted the Devil

Twice." ObViously the only alternative to the cycle of powerlessness

is to obtain the necessary power to break out of the cycle and attempt

to define alternatives that contribute to the actualizing of one's

humanity and potentialities. When Tillich speaks of power it is

ft. • • the possibility of self-determination in spite of internal and

external negation.,,2 We have seen the external powerlessness in

2pau l Tillich, Love, Power and Justice (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1960)~ 41. ---
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Stokes' play, "The Man Who Trusted the Devil TWice," and also in Jones'

play, "Great Goodness of Life." In both of these plays the Black man

does not have sufficient power to meet the external forces governing

his life, and in these plays mentioned the power is in the judicial

system. "In Wine Time" and "New England Winter" by Ed Bullins Ll Iua-

trates the grip of internal powerlessness. The characters do not even

have the pOwer to move off the steps, unless to buy another bottle of

muscatel. In each of the Instances mentioned, the only alternative

to the state of powerlessness is to acqUire adequate power to break

the cycle. In "Great Goodness of Life," at the end of the play we

have the people of the community charging into the courtroom, taking

over, and freeing those persons about to be unjustly convicted. As

was mentioned In the definitions, Black Power is the unification of

energies of Black society, and in the play "Great Goodness of Life"

the unification of energies was able to hold enough power to counter

that which was rendering the powerlessness. Black Theology sees

this freeing power as the only valid Christian power, as is explained

by Dr. Cone in the follOWing quotation:

With reference, then, to freedom in Christ, three assertions
about Black Power can be made: First, the work of Christ is
essentially a liberating work, directed toward and by the op
pressed. Black Power embraces that very task. Second, Christ,
liberating the wretched of the earth, also liberates those re
sponsible for the wretchedness. The oppressor is also freed of
his peculiar demons. Black Power, in shouting Yes to Black
humanness and No to white oppression, is exorciZing demons on
both sides of the conflict. Third, mature freedom is burdensome
and risky, producing anxiety and conflict for free men and for
brittle structures they challenge. The call for Black Power is
precisely the call to shoulder the burden of libe!ty in Christ,
risking everything not as slaves but 8S free men.

3James H. Cone, Black Theology~ Black~ (New York:
The Seabury Press, 1969), p. 42.
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Both Black Theatre andrBlack Theology demonstrate that no

amount of verbalizing on the subjects of change, justice, power, or

love will suffice for the human experience of freedom.

The fourth conclusion: Black Theology and Black Theatre

operate independently of each other, yet the themes and objectives

are identical. In all the Black plays studied, the themes are power,

freedom and justice, While the objective of both Black Theology and

Black Theatre is to force chanse, by Violent or non-violent revolution.

The purpose of the change and/or revolution is the liberation of the op

pressed. Both theatre and theology believe that when the oppressed are

liberated they will have the consequent justice and freedom that comes

With the power to counter those societal structures which have denied

them this justice and freedom. Only when Black people have this power

and justice will it be possible for them to love and actuate their

potentialities purposefully_

While Black Theology and Black Theatre are disciplines initially

operating independently of each other, they are interrelated because

they both find the cause of their expreSSion in the oppression of the

Black man. As Black spokesmen their objective Would be the same--change,

brought about by revolution. The Black playwrights may ignore Black

Theology as an academic field, or as a discipline Which is already

ineffectual, but the thrust of both the theatre and the theology is the

immediate acqUiring of power to force the necessary changes. And despite

their independence, both Black Theatre and Black Theology indicate

that until the Black people experience change in their condition,

they will take whatever course of action is necessary to force this

change.
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The fifth conclusion: while other religious ideologies have had

little sociological thrust, Black Theology and Black Theatre have

focused on a sociological thrust, as seen in all plays and theological

writings studied. Other religious ideologies have expressed a concern

in the theme of brotherhood, but this has really served to enslave the

Black man rather than free him, as was pointed out in the first chapter

of this study. The other religious ideologies, while claiming a socio

logical interest, have really abandoned the sociological thrust of the

scriptures which is upheld by Black Theology. While other religious

ideologies might spend academic time contemplating the relation of the

persons of the Trinity, Which, granted, has a place in Christian study,

Black Theology would find greater relevance in discussing the prob

lematic nature of human existence in reference to the Black man and his

second-class citizenship in America. For other religious ideologies to

be speculating on the eschaton is completely irrelevant to the Black

condition, and while other religious ideologies continue to do this,

Black Theology deals only with the immediate values of today's life for

the Black man.

Black Theatre discusses these same values and the same con

ditions which Black Theology attacks. Although some playwrights today

attack the war in Viet Nam, to the Black playwright this would be as

irrelevant as the eschaton discussion is to the Black Theologian. The

Black Theatre is not concerned with form and structure; it is more

concerned with the use of the theatre as a sociological platform to

expose the sources of the problems of the Black community and with

moving the people to action to overcome their powerless condition.
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Black theologians would maintain that in abandoning the sociological

thrust of scripture, other religious ideologies are abandoning the very

nature of theology as expressed in these words of Isaiah as he de

scribes a just king: "He will not judge by appearances,! He will not

make decisions by hearsay,l But he will pronounce justice for the

needy! And make fair decisions for the poor.1 His verdicts will

strike down the merciless! And his pronouncements will be death to the

wicked ...
4

In their sociological thrust the playwrights and the the

ologians are maintaining that man must be liberated in order to be in

a position to actuate his potentialities, and to study or project any

thing else is irrevelant to the needs and aspirations of the Black

community. It is with this in mind that the sociological thrust is

the exclusive direction of the theatre and the theology of the Black

man.

This study indicates that there are several areas for research

that would further explicate the Black condition. The areas of Black

poetry and Black fiction could be viewed in a correlated study or

researched individually. Additional study might be done of the

changing forms in theatre structures as suggested in Black Theatre.

The autobiographical essay could be correlated with sociological

data. All these areas have as their common source the contemporary

Black condition.

In conclusion, it has been illustrated that the imbalance of

power, contributing to the Black man's powerlessness, is found in the

4
Isaiah 11:3-5.
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white man's misuse of power. Although Black Theatre and Black The

ology operate Independently of each other, both realize that to break

this cycle of powerlessness, the Black man must acquire the power

necessary to counter the imbalance, and it is in this power objective

that Black Theology and Black Theatre are said to be focused on a

sociological thrust. The plays, "The Slave," The Electronic Nigger,"

"In Wine Time," "New England Winter," IIMadheart," and "Great Goodness

of Life," substantiated these conclusions. The writings in theatre

and in theology are aimed at the Immediate change in the societal

structures which render the Black man powerless. Both the theatre

and the theologians realize that this change is ineVitable, and the

revolution to bring it about will be either violent or non-violent,

whichever is necessary to counter the forces which deprive the Black

man of justice and freedom and therefore deny him his liberation.

Blaek Theatre and Blaek Theology can best be summarized in

this statement from St. Paul's letter to the Corinthians, "The king

dom of God, you know, does not advanee by talk, but by power.IIS

SI Cor. 2: 5.
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